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PREFACE
The Heusler alloys have been of interest since 1903 when F. Heusler
reported that ferromagnetic alloys could be made from non-.ferroma.g:netic
constituents copper-manganese bronze and group B elements such as
aluminium and tin. A number of investigations have been conducted into
the magnetic properties of these alloys, and it has been established
that their ferromagnetism is closely associated with their chemical
(L2l) structure. However, the investigations have uSlwlly been
concerned with only one, or a very limited number of alloys, and
although several theories have been advanced to explain their properties
they have been based on very limited and sometimes conflicting data.
The present investigation has been conducted with a view to
obtaining more complete data on a larger range of alloys to provide a
better experimental foundation for theoretical calculations.
The thesis is divided into 9 chapters. The first 2 are a review of
e'arlier work and of the basic theories of magnetic ordering. Chapter 3
is concerned with diffraction theory, and chapter 4 with experimental
techniques. The experimental results for the various alloy series are
presented in chapters 5, 6, 7, and 8, and chapter 9 is devoted to a
summary and discussion of their structural ~Dd maGnetic properties.
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ABSTRACT
Four series of alloys have been prepared with the L2l or B2 structures
at the compositions Cu~, Ni~, Co~, and Pd~, where X is a B
sub-group element such as Al, Si, Ga, Ge, In, Sn, or Sb. A further
series, with the Clb structure, has been prepared at the compositions
CuNnSb, NiMnSb, CoMnSb, and PdMnSb. X-ray diffraction, neutron
diffraction, and magnetic susceptibility data have been used to determine
the chemical structures, the degrees and types of long-range order, and
the magnetic structures of all the alloys.
Manganese, the one element common to all the alloys, carries in
every case a large magnetic moment, usually about 4 ~,which is coupled,
via some form of exchange interaction, to moments on neighbouring ttl
ions in an ordered magnetic structure. In addition to the traditional
ferromagnetic Heusler alloys several new intermetallic compounds with
the L2l or B2 structures have been discovered, some with antiferromagnetic
or complex spiral spin structures.
A ~neralized molecular field theory has been employed as a first
step in the theoretical analysis to indicate the major aspects of the
exchange forces that are present. The principal features that emerge
indicate that either several different exchange rnechan.i.smsare present
or that a single, oscillatory, relatively long-range exchange force is
operating. Further lines of research are suggested that would lead to
a more detailed understanding of the magnetic properties of this group
of alloys.
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CHAPTER 1
An historical survey of earlier investisations
In 1903 Heusler reported that JIIBll88.D.es8-copperbronze can be alloy-ad.
with tin, aluminium, arsenic, antimony, bisDIUthor boron to produoe
ferromagnetic alloys even though none of the constituent elements is
itself ferromagnetic.
Owing to its important bearing on the general theory of magnetism
this discovery excited oonsiderable tnterest and led to numerous further
investigations. Starck and Haupt (1903) measured the intensities of
JDagnetization of several alloys in the Ou-Mn.-lland Cu-Mn-Sn 8yst8JDB,
and f'ound maximaat the approximate compositions Cu~ and CU6*3Sn•
Ross and G~ (1910) reinvestigated the Cu-Mn-Sn system and f'ound a
second, larger, maximumtn -enetic intensity near the oomposition
Cu~. In addition, they showed that the magnetization is a:ffeoted
by heat treatment. Q.J,enohing:from580°0 unally results in a lIIILr1ced
reduction in magnetization. Take ~dSemm (1914) made a systematic
s:urvey of magnetism in the Cu-Mn.-Snqstem and published magnetio
contours showing two prOnounoedmaxima. one at Cu6Mn3Sn and the other,
and larger one. at Cu~.
Young (1923) investigated the structure of an alloy at the approx-
imate composition Cu~ using X-raJ powder diffraction techniques.
He was able to show that the structure of' the alloy depends upon its
previous heat treatment. The weakly magnetio alloy that had been
quenched from red heat was indexed as f.c.c. with a lattice parameter
3.70 kX, and the moremagnetic 'naturally aged' specimen &8 a m:1rt;ure
of f.o.c. together with a b.o.c. structure of lattice parameter 2.98 kX.
Potter (1929) investigated the X-~ structure ot single cr,rstals
of Cu~ and found that the alloy was b.c.c. with a lattioe parameter
2.95 n. Howeverthe presance of f.o.e. superlattiee lines indicated
the existanoe ot planes of low scattering power, and he was able to
show that the .u atoms were arranged onu f.c.o. aublattiee of cell
size 5.9 kX. He was unable to distinguish between the Cu and MDato_
because of the small difference in atomic soattering factors. The
directional magnetiC properties were measured using the torsion .ethod
and diso-'shaped single crystals cut in the (100), (110), and (111)
planes. The results bore a striking similarity to those of f.c.c.
nickel, but were totally unlike those of b.c.c. iron. !s it was thought
unlikely that the directional magnetic properties were muchinfluenoed
by the spatial arrangement of the Al atollS, it was suggested that MIl,
which was knownto form several other ferromagnetic alloys, was also
arranged on an f.c.c. sub1attice. The two possible structure. which
would satisfy- the requirements of chemical proportions, density, and
X-ray data are shownin figure (1.1). In structure (1) the Cu. atoms are
arranged on a simple cubic sublattice with Mn and Al atoms at alternate
body-centres. In structure (2) there are four interpenetrating f.c.c.
sub1attioes, two of Cu, and one each of MIland Al.
Perason (1929) working independently on a series of alloys of the
form (CuMn)3Alcame to the same structural conclusions. In addition he
2.
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showed that on~ a110y-swith I!n content> 19 At.~ are .fer.t"OMpet!o,
and oono1uded that., this amount.Wa&. necessary to produoe an f.o.c ••
sublattice.
Bmdley and Rodge:n (1933) investigated the. aluminium Heusler alloy:
with the object of locating by-direct experiment the positions of the
lin atoms, and to test whethen the ohange in structure without change of
oompos!tion would affect. the ferroJDaBlletic character of the alloy-. .'
a110~ at. thacoDpOsition ~.~.65~.15 was investigated because it
exhibited an almost oomp1ete change in structure with beat treatment..
After annealing at 5000e and slow-cooling, the structure corresponded
to the 5Cu9A14 structure, and was pmotica1ly non-JJMl8Detic.!rhe salle
oalloy, after quenching from 800 e, had a b.o.c. struoture with an f.coc.
superlattioe and was strongly ferromagnetic, oonfirming that the
magnetic properties of the alloy are struoture dependent.
The dif.ference between the atomic scattering .faotors of MIland Cu,
of atomic numbers 25 and 29 respectively, is small, and to distinguish
between them is a matter of some difficulty. Bradley and Rodgers ove1'-
came this problem by comparing aoourate photometer measurements of
powder diffraction photographs taken using X-mys of different vave-
lengths, making use of the ano-.1ies in atomic scattering faotor which
oocur when the frequency of the X-radiation is olose to the characte1'-
ist.io absorption frequency of the soattering element. Diffraction
photographs were taken using iron, copper, and zinc targets. The
scattering factors of Cu.and MDare depressed almost equally for copper
radiation, but the soattering .faotor o.f MD. is depressed more than that
4.
of au with iron radiation, and less than that of au with zino radiation.
The disparity betweenthe scattering factors of the au and MIlatoM is
thus accentuated with iron radiation and reduced by zino radiation. The
anomaloussoattering effects were evident from the ohangein relative
intensities of the 'odd' and 'even' superlattioe lines, indicating that
the Mn atou were also ordered. The intensities were such as to indicate
that the order is as shownin stru.cture (1), figure (1.1). Theaotual
Hausler (L21) stru.cture is illustrated in figure (1.2).
O. Heus1er (1934), workingindependently, derived the salle stru.oi;ure
and showedthat the lattioe parameter had a -n"l1m value of 5.935 kX
at the oompositionau~. ae also detezminedthe ..,netization atter
various heat treatments, and reoorded°a_y1._ ftlue equivalent to
3.4 Bohr agEletons per Ou~ g.r:oul'.
The :ra.nge of alloys knownto have the Heus1erstru.cture has been
extended in morereoent times, and their structural and JDBBDeticprop-
ertie. have been the subjeot of ~ inve.tiptiona. Themost reliable
re8U1t., together with those that ha,.. been the subjeot of the present
inveatiption, are tabulated and discussed in the appropriate chaptera.
eA
Structure (1) Cu
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Fig 1·1 The two possible structures ot CU2MnAl
eA 08 ec ~D
Cu Mn Cu AI
Fig 1·2 The Heusler Structure
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A survey of the theories of magnetic ordering
2.1 IntrodQction
The JIl86l1eticproperties of materials are verr varied but it is possible
to olassifY them into several groups characterized by their behaviour
\
in a JIl86l1etiofield. The prinoipal classifications are as tollows.
D1lUM81letiam
Paramaanetism
J'erroapetism
Antif~.t1 ..
:rerru.petiaa.
TAea'tomo origins of .... ti .. have b.en explained in te1'll8 of the
-enetic _manta aasociated with the orbital anel spin )lOtions of the
eleotrons. The explanations are 8UJ11111&rizedbriefly below.
2.2 Diamagnetism
Diamagnetic materials have a small negative temperature independent
susceptibility X cf magnitude of the order of lO-5emu/mole• Dia.magnetiam
is a oonsequence of Lenz's law applied to the orbital motion of electrons
round an atom, and is a property of all materials. However, since the
diamagnetic oontribution to the total susceptibility is relativelJ
small for the _terials that we shall be concemed With, it will not b.
considered fUrther.
6.
Each electron in an atom has an angular momentum1associated with its
orbital motion plus an intrinsic spin angular momentum~. In Russell-
Saunders coupling the individual momentacouple to give a total orbital
angular JIlOmentum.~ -~.4' and a total spin angular momentum§. -1~"
Finally !!. and 1..couple to give a total angular momentumL- !!. + s.
:Both the orbital and spin aDgU.larIIOmentahave a magnetic moment
associated with them, the magnetic momentoperators being
JAr, • - ~!!.. - -~ L
(2.1)
and ~ • - 2f3!
,:10./ -20where ~ - le Df 2mo • 0.927 x 10 emu, is the fundamental un!t of magn-
etic momententitled the :BohrJEB2leton. ~ and ~ combine to give a
total magnetic momentJ; where
However, sinoe the ratios of magnetio momentto angular momentumare.
different for the orbital and spin oases, ~ and l are not parallel. ~
i
precesses about l such that it. oomponent perpendicular to iL averages
to zero and the oomponent parallel to J, f.4.r' is given by
2 2 ) 2"'J - g J(J + 1~
where g is the Lande g-faotor given by
l~ J(J +1) • L(L + 1) + S'S + 1)
g a 2J(J + 1)
(2.4)
Whena magnetic field is applie4, the angular momentumis space quant-
ized, and only certain orientations are possible. The quantization rule
is such that the projeotion of iL aloag the field direction has the
value ma, where m may take the values m - J, (J-l), (J-2), ••• -(J-l),-J,
and the oomponent of macnetio moment~ parallel to the field is giyen
7.
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The potential energy of a dipole in a maanetic field is given by
E - ~ - -mgt3H (2.6)
and according to Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics the number ot atoms havtag
the quantum number m is proportional to exp(.,.E/kT) - exp(DIBf3H/leT).
The total JDS811etiomoment per un! t volume is thus given by
JIlIIo+J
n r mgf3u:p(mgt3H/kT)
I _ ~J (2.7)
.. +Jr exp(mgf3H/leT)
m-J
whioh after some algebraic manipulation reduces to the form
[
(~ ~ 1 .,JUl
I - ~J (~OOth(~y - 2JCow~J (2.8)
The expression in brackets is known as the :Brillouin funotion :B(Y')
where y - gJJ3H/kT. As J becomea very large :B(Y')approaohes as a llm1 t
the olasaical Iangevin .function L(a), where L(a) - (ootha - l/a) and
a - .,uI/ld'.
At nOZ'Dlalfield strengths and ordinary temperaturea gpmB/leT« 1,
and the exponentials in equation (2.7)may be approximated by
(1 + &13mH/leT).Calculation results in an approximate paramagnetic
susceptibility"
X _ I/H _ ng2J(J + 1}J32/3kT - CIT
This equation is known as the Curie law.
It baa been assumed in the above analysis that any interaotion
between neighbouring atomio moment. is unimportant. The analyaia may be
8.
extended to take into account the interaction of neighbouring atomic
momentauaing the IIIOlecularfield approach of Weiaa (1907). It ia
assumedthat the affect of neigh'bftring moment• ...,. be repreaented bY'
an tntemal field Hi proportional to the aaanetizatiOll. Tha total aff-
ective field H is thuse
H - a+ 01e
yhere 0 is the molecular fi.ld oOlllltaat. Su.bstitution of He for H in
(2.10)
equation (2.9 ) results in
~ - ~?/'k(f - q4~/'k) - C/(T - Q) (2.11)
This is the Curi ...W.iss law, whereG ~ 0f.L}/3k is the pa.1'8.DI8&IleticCuri.
temperature. .
2.4 JlarroD!!peti_
.l ferroagnetic material iB one in which the atomic momentsare strongly
coupled and tend to be aJisned parallel. J.s a reaul t belowa ori tical
temperature, the far:r:oa.gnetio aum.e t .. era:tn1reGp' suohmaterials
posBes. a spontaneous -.p.ti .. :t;!oneT_ iD the aba_ce of an appUed
field.
Many ferro.cnetio _terials, hovenr, exist iD an apparentq un-
-an.tised state beloy their eur.t. teapemtures, but exhibit a large
IlOmenton the application of a -.11 fi.ld. W.iaB(1907) was able to
explain the.. results b7 po.tulating the 8xiatence of small regions
called domains. Each __ in i. spontaneouq mgnetized but the direction
of JII88I1etizationof each doain is not necessarily parallel, and the
material ~ have aQT nett -.gnetization from zero to the saturation
value at the temperature of aaasuremant. The~thesis of Weisshas
since become well established.
The intensity of magnetization of a ferromagnetio ~ be calaulated
on the assumption that the interaction between neighbouring magnetio
moments m&¥ be represented by a Weiss molecular field. Equation (2.8)
is then modified to become
I - ngf3JB(x)
where B(x) is the Brillouin function, and
x • gJ~(H + oI)/kT
(2.12)
The spontaneous magnetization I(T) at temperature T may be obtained
in terms of I(O), the spontaneous magnetization at OOK, by putting H • 0
in equations (2.12) and (2.1,). The resulting equations are
and
I(T)/I(O) • B(x)
I(T)/I(O) • k!J!x/nog2~2
Solution of these two simultaneous equations ~ be oonveniently
obtained graphically from the non-zero interseotions of the two curves
which are shown in figure (2.la). P is the solution for T<QF' and the
resulting reduced spontaneous magnetization ourves are shown in figure
(2.1b). Above' = QF there is no spontaneous magnetization.
The calculated curves are in good agreement with many experimental
results, but detailed differences do exist, and the origin of the int-
ernal field was unexplained until Heisenberg (1928) applied the ooncept
of the exohange interaction.
2.5 The exchange interaction
An estimate of the magnitude of the intemal molecular field may be
obtained from the Curie temperatures of typical ferromagnetic materials
1
[ (Ty,
1(0)
,
B( x)
x-
Fig 2·' (a) Graphical method for determination of
spontaneous magnetization at tempuatUNl T
,
Tie
J (T)I
1(0)
0·5
o
Fig. 2·1(b) Spontaneous magnetization as a function of
temperature (J. ~ corresponds to classical caseJ
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since ~ IV kGF• For a material with QF,y 1000oK, and ~ ,..,f3 per atom,
Hi IV 107 Oe, but the field due to a classical dipole f3 at a typical
nearest neighbour distance is IV 103 Oe.
Heisenberg (1928) first showed that a Weiss moleoular field of the
correct ordBr of magnitude could originate as a result of the quantum
mechanical exchange interaction between electrons from neighbouring
atoms. This may be best illustrated by considering the hydrogen molecule.
Suppose that the two hydrogen atoms A and B have wave functions'
a
and tb' and energy levels Ea and ~ respectively when moving independently.
Let the electrons have spin wave functions a or f3 corresponding to spins
+1/2 or -1/2 respeotively. Then, as a result of the Pauli exclusion
principle, the total wave functions of the molecule must be antis,ymmetrio,
and are
(2.16a)
(2.16b)
where '1 is the singlet state corresponding to antiparallel alignment
of spins, and '11 represents' the.three ,triplet states associated with
parallel alignment of spins. The energies of the two types of states are
~ "" Ec + J12
~l = Ec - J12
(2.17a)
(2.l7b)
where Ec is the sum of the atomic and Coulomb interaction energies, and
J12 is the exchange integral given by
11.
(2.18)
V12 is the mutual interaction energy oftthe two electrons, and dvl, dv2
are their volume elements. It is clear that the triplet ferromagnetic
state is only energetically favourable when the exchange integral is
positive.
The exchange energy H between two spins .!j_ and '!j may be re-expressed
in the Dirac (1935) form
(2.19)
where Jij is the exchange integral for the two electrons i and j.
Similarly we have for two atoms i and j, each of which has at least
one unpaired spin
(2.20)
where ~ - r~:
i
If it may be assumed that the exchange integral is negligible except
between nearest neighbours, the exchange energy for a given atom i with
its j nearest neighbours is
H ... - 2Je ~ ~.~
where J is the exchange integral which is assumed isotropic.e
The magnitude of J may in principle be related to the Curie temp-e
(2.21)
erature Q, and the Molecular field constant c by carrying out the sum-
mation of equation (2.21). This is not possible however without making
further approximations. One suoh approximation is the Ising (1925) model
which amounts in effect to assuming that the instantaneous values of the
neighbouring spins may be replaced by their time averages. Thus for z
12.
nearest neighbours
(2.22)
and if z is the axis of magnetization,
= S. "" 0
YJ
hence H = - 2zJ S is .e Z zJ (2.23)
The magnetization I = ngf3S .
zJ
hence H .,.-2zJ S .I/ngf3e Z~
which is equal to the potential energy of the spin i in the Weiss
molecular field cl.
i.e. (2.25)H .,.- gSzi~cI
Equating (2.24) and (2.25) results in
c = 2ZJe/rl82~2 (2.26)
2And since Q = c~ n/3k
we have Q = 2zJ S(S + 1)/3k (2.21)e
2.6 Antiferromagnetism and ferrimagnetism
If the exchange integral Je is negative, rather than positive as in the
ferromagnetic case, then coupled spins will tend to antiparallel align-
ment and antiferromagnetism or ferrimagnetism will result •
•
The first theory of antiferromagnetism was developed by Neel and
extended by Van Vleck (1941) as a generalization of the Weiss molecular
field theor,y. In summary, it was supposed that, if the atomic lattice
of magnetic atoms is such as to permit its division into two equivalent
interpenetrat1rl8 sublattices A and B such that A atoms have only» atoms
13.
as nearest neighbours and vice versa, then if only nearest neighbour
interactions are considered the exchange between atoms on sUblattice A
is entirely with atoms on sublattice B. It was shown that such a system
possesses ~critical temperature, ON the N'el temperature, below which
the spins on the two sUblattices are coupled antiparallel. Above ON the
moments are disordered as in a ferromagnetic above its Curie temperatuxw,
~d the susceptibility is given by the relation
2 2X pg 6 S(S+ 1)
- 3k(T + ON)
which is identical to the Curie-Weiss law, but with a negative intercept
(2.28)
° = - QN·
Below the critical temperature, each sUblattice acquires a spontaneous
magnetization and the susceptibility depends upon whether the applied
field is parallel or perpendicular to the antiferromagnetic axis.
When the external field is applied perpendicular to the antiferro-
magnetic axis the susceptibility below ON is constant and is given by
2 2~ = ng ~ S(S+ 1)/6kON (2.29)
When the external field is applied parallel to the antiferromagnetic
axis, its effect is to increase the magnetization of one sUblattice and
to decrease that of the other. The susceptibility varies from zero at
00 ,K to a maximum equal to the perpendicular susceptibility at the Neel
temperature, and is represented by the equation
2@2S2B'( )
~l - itT + 3Q~ts+ l)-l~{y) (2.30)
where B(y) is the Brillouin function for
y = 2zjJiSS/kT
14.
S is the mean value of S at temperature T, and z is the number of
nearest neighbours.
For powder, or polycrystalline, samples an average over all possible
orientations must be taken, and for cubic materials it is ~iven b.1
x = ~l +~ (2.}2)
It follows that X(O) - !X(QN)' where X(O) and X(QN) are the suscept-
ibilities at OOK and QN respectively.
Ferr4.ma.gnetismis the more general case of antiferromagnetism, and
occurs when the magnetizations of sUblattices A and B are unequal. As a
result, ferrimagnetics possess a spontaneous moment below their critical
temperatures.
2.7 Band theories of ferromagnetism
In the discussions of ferromagnetism and antiferromagnetism so far
considered, it has been assumed that the magnetic moments m8¥ be regarded
as localized at the magnetic atom sites and that the exchange coupling
is a direct Heisenberg exchange between nearest neighbours. In the ferro-•
magnetic transition metals it is assumed that the magnetic moments
originate in the incomplete 3d shells, and the 3d wave functions of
adjacent atoms overlap sufficiently to provide a direct exchange inter-
action of the appropriate magnitude and sign. However, since most ferro-
magnetic materials are either metals or alloys, it is clear that a
localized model that does not take into account the effects of the con-
duction electrons is at best incomplete.
When an assembly of free atoms is condensed into a solid the wave
functions of neighbouring atoms overlap, and the formerly discrete energy
15.
levels of the outer electrons become broadened into a band of available
energy states. The first calculations for the 3d and 4s band electrons
of the iron group transition metals were made by Slater (1936). The
energy band for the 3d electrons is relatively narrow and is overlapped
in energy by th& much wider 4s band. Since the bands will be filled to
the same level, the number of electrons (or holes) per atom in each band
will in general be non-integral. This leads to an immediate explanation
of the experimentally observed fact of non-integral Bohr magneton numbers
of the ferromagnetic elements.
A quantitative 'collective electron theory of ferromagnetism' was
proposed by Stoner (1938)(1948)(1951) in a series of papers and reviews.
The theory is based on the following assumptions.
1. The 3d band is parabolic in the region of the Fermi level. i.e.
n(E)dE= ~/2dE.
2. The electrons (holes) obey Fermi-Dirac statistics.
3. The exchange energy J~) is proportional to the square of the relative
ma.gne~ization ~, as in the Weiss theory, and may be written
J(~) .. _ ~ NkQ,~2, where N is the number of holes and Qt a parameter
which in the 'classical' treatment would correspond to the Curie
temperature.
The reduced magnetization and reciprocal susceptibility curves
derived by Stoner are in reasonable agreement with experiment. The l/X,T
curve is concave upwards near the Curie temperature but approaches the
corresponding 'classical curve' asymptotically at high temperatures.
The reduced spontaneous magnetization curves are always lower than the
16.
limiting 'classical' case. Later Wohlfarth (1951) extended the analysis
to apply to rectangular energy bands, but concluded that the band shape
is less decisive in determining many of the properties of ferromagnetio
substances than the form of the exchange energy J(~).
2.8 Indirect exchanBe theories
The localized and collective e1eotron theories of ferromagnetism
approach the problem of explaining cooperative magnetic phenomena from
two opposite extremes, and attempts have been made to construot theories
using models intermediate between the two. One such attempt is due to
Zener (1951)(1952)(1953).
In the Zener model it is assumed that the 3d electrons remain
localized whilst the 4s electrons form an energy band, and the inter-
actions are governed by the following simple principles.
1. The spin correlation between the electrons in the incomplete d shell
of a single atom within a solid is essentially the same as when it is
isolated in the gaseous state; the incomplete d shell of an atom in a
metal has the highest nett electron spin consistent with the number of
electrons therein.
2. The exchange integral between d shells of adjacent atoms is of such
a sign as tends always to lead to antiferromagnetic alignment of the d
shell spins.
3. The spin of an incomplete d shell is strongly coupled to the spin of
the condUction electrons, and thms coupling tends to align the incomplete
d shells in a ferromagnetic manner.
The type of magnetic structure that will prevail for a particular
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•transition metal will depend upon the relative magnitudes of the various
types of coupling.
The exchange energy due to the direct coupling of the d shells of
adjacent atoms may be represented b.Y ~~ per atom. Here Sd is the
average localized spin component per atom in Bohr magnetons, and a is a
positive exchange constant which decreases rapidly with a decreasing
amount of overlap of the d shells of adjacent atoms.
The s - d spin coupling results in an energy term of the form
-~SdS , where S is the nett magnetization of the conduction electronsc c
in Bohr magnetons per atom. The coefficient ~ is positive and is the
order of magnitude of one electron volt. electron
Since, in the Zener model, there is a nett conduction/magnetization
Sc t~ere must be an additional term in the emergy expression to represent
the increase in Fermi kinetic energy. Provided the inbalance in conduction
electron spin distribution is small the additional energy term ~ be
written ~YS~.The coefficient Y is related to the Fermi energy E, and
the number of conduction electrons per atom n by the relation Y = 2E/3n.
The total spin energy E is thuss
Since the conduction electron contribution to the entropy of the ~stem
is negligible, the equilibrium value of Se is that which minimizes Es.
Hence, differentiating we obtain
Sc •
Substitution in (2.33) gives the equilibrium value
Ea - ~(a - ~2/y)S~
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In order for ferromagnetism to occur the coefficient (a- p2/y) must be
negative. When the coefficient is positive an antiferromagnetic structure
will result.
2Zener computed values of ~ /Y for the ferromagnetic elements iron,
cobalt and nickel and compared them with the measured Weiss factors.
The computed values increase in the series Fe, Co, Ni in the same manner
as do the empirical factors, but are somewhat larger. The discrepana,y
is however in the direction demanded by the postulate that direct
exchange between adjacent d shells is always antiferromagnetic.
The original Zener theory is oversimplified, but it is important in
that it drew attention to the fact that indirect exchange interactions
might oontribute to the internal field. The Zener mechanism for polari-
zing the conduction electrons b,y the exchange in~eraction with the d
electrons of the paramagnetic ion considers only first order energy
perturbations which lead to the physioally unreasonable result of a
ooupling independent of distance. ! more complete theory of s - d inter-
action has been developed b,y Ruderman and Kittel (1954), Kasuya (1956)
and Yosida (1957). The Rude:rman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKXY) theory
shows that the spin density p±{r) is completely modified b,y the first
order perturbation of the wave functions, and is of the form
2
.. !!.- 1. .l.Z!l2~(O)N-I "F(2k tz - R 1 )szv+v E L m- -n n
n
p:l;(r) (2.}6)
where 2n is the number of conduction electrons in the volume V. E is
the Fermi energy, and k is the maximum wave vector for the unpolarizedm
state. J<.!_ - !s:1'.) is the exchange integral between the conduction
electrons and the d oore spin of the pa:bama.gneticions. N is the number
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of lattice points, ~ is a position vector, ~ is the position veotor of
the paramagnetic ions, and s~ is the spin operator of a paramagnetio ion
with the z axis taken as the axis of spin quantization. The funotion
F(x) oscillates and is of the form
F{x) = {x cos x - sin x)/x4
The polarization is concentrated about the position of the P&r&maB-
netic ion, but oscillates and diminishes with distance. The periodicit,y
of the oscillations, which correspond to ferromagnetic and antiferro-
magnetic coupling, depend upon the
conduction electron concentration,
wave vector km and consequently
since n _ (V/6~2)k3.
m
the
The RKKY interaction has been most successful in explaining the
magnetic properties of the rare earth metals, for whioh the experimental
data clearly indicates that the exchange must be long range and osoill-
atory in real spaoe. In addition, the inoomplete 4f shells ~ be
oonsidered as highly looalized inside closed outer shells.
In the transition metals the situation is not nearly so simple, as
there are oonflicting views as to the degree of looalization of the 3d
eleotrons. However, Yosida (1957) applied the theory with some success
to some experimental results obtained on dilute Cu - Mn alloys, and
Mattis (1965) has tabulated the moleoular field constants expected for
Ordered transition metal alloys with s.o., f.o.o., and b.c.c. struotures
in whioh the magnetio atoms are suffioiently far apart for the d shell
overlaps to be unimportant.
Although the exohange meohanisms so far considered are applicable
to many materials, it is evident that many ordered stoichiometrio
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compounds exist in which it is unlikely that any of the above meohanisms
are responsible for the magnetic coupling. In particular, in the
transition metal oxides, the atoms tPat are strongly coupled antiferro-
magnetically are quite definitely separated by intervening, supposedly
maohand sm
non-magnetic, oxygen ions. The accepted/for exchange spin coupling in
such materials was first suggested by Kramers (1934), and subsequently
developed as the theory of 'Superexchan8e' principally by Anderson
(1950, 1959, 196}).
The postulated superlCCchange mechanism in MnO, for example, involves
the intervening 02- ion. It is supposed that in the ground state the 2
2-p electrons on the ° ion are in identical orbitals and are consequently
antiparallel. Although there is no direct overlap of Mn 3d wavefunctions
there is a finite probability that a p electron will be transferred into
the d shell of the magnetic ion. As the transfer could only occur into
an empty d orbital the remaining p electron would be spin parallel to
the full d orbits, and would interact by an assumed antiferromagnetic
interaotion with the Mn ion on the other side. The resulting configur-
ation would be antiferromagnetio.
The superexchange theory developed by Anderson m8¥ only be rigorously
applied to insulating compounds. Another exchange mechanism was proposed
by Zener (1951), and extended by Anderson and Hasegawa (1955) and
de Gennes (1960), in order to correlate the electrical conducting and
magnetic properties of the mixed valency manganites of perovskite
structure such as (LA- Ca )(~+ Mn4+)03. Compounds at th~ extreme ends--r-x x --"1.-x x
(x = 0,1) are antiferromagnetic and semiconducting, but in the region
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0.2 <x< 0.4 the conductivity is high and the materials are £erro-
magnetic.
The replacement of La3+ ions by ca2+ ions results in a corresponding
number of Mn'+ ions being replaced by Mn4+ ions. The migration of theBe
Mo4+ ions, which is accomplished by an Mn4+ ion capturing an electron
from a neighbouring Mn3+ ion gives rise to the electrical conductivdty.
However the actual mechanism of electron transfer is important since
. 2-the Mn ions are separated by 1ntervening 0 ions. Zener in his theory
of 'double exchange', postulated that the electron transfer must be
2-through the agency of the intervening 0 ion, and visualized it as a
simultaneous transfer of electrons, from the Mn3+ ion to the 02- ion,
and from the 02- ion to the Mn4+ ion on the other side..If the transfer
does not change the spin of the electrons, and the intra-atomic exohange
is sufficiently strong that only those configurations, where the spin
of the carrier and the looal ionic spin are parallel, are important,
then electrons will be able to hop from one ion to the next only when
the two ionic spins are not antiparal1e1. This obviously leads to a
parallel spin coupling of the order of magnitude of the transfer
integral causing the electrons' motion. Thus the oonducting mixed
valency manganites have ferromagnetic oomponents and the insulating ones
do not. De Gennes has shown that if the pure material is antiferromagnetio
a canted arrangement is the most stable in the mixed material.
In oonclusion it may be said that the mechanisms responsible for mag-
netic ordering are broadly understood. The superexohang$ meohanism is
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predominant in many insulating compounds, and in the rare earth metals,
where the 4f electrons are closely bound inside outer olosed shells,
the oscillating RKKY interaction is most appropriate. In the transition
metal alloys, where the electronio structure is not so clearly defined,
localized, band, and intermediate models have all been applied with
varying degrees of suocess to the different systems.
X-;gy and neutron diffraotion
3.1 The geometry of diffraction
When a beam of X-rays or neutrons is soattered by a orystal, reinforoe-
ment of the diffraoted beam ooours at angles g given by the Bragg
equation
2d sing a m"A
where d is the separation of the scattering planes, "A is the wavelength
of the radiation, and m is the order of the ref1eotion.
In the oubio system the separation of planes (hkl) is given by
d _. a/(h2+ k2+ 12)1/2 (3.2)
where a is the 1attioe P4NBleter of the unit oe11, and h, k, 1 are the
Miller indioes of the refleoting planes. Combination of equations
(3.1) and (3.2) give the Bragg equation for a oubio 1attioe
2
sin2g _ A.. (h2+ k2+ 12) (3.3)4&2
3.2 X-ray diffraction
In X-~ diffraction, the fundamental soattering meohanism is the inter-
aotion between the X~~ation and the charge of the eleotrons. The
scattering amplitude thus increases with the atomio number of the
scattering atom.
The tntensi ty of a beam of X-rays diffraote ..by a oy1indrioal powder
sample is given by the fomula
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(3.4)
The fo:rmula is made up of the following parts.
1. The Lorentz-polarization faotor (1 + oos22Q)/(sinQ sin2Q) oontains
the Lorentz faotor 1/sin2Q whioh is a measure of the probability that a
particular plane will be in a refleoting position, and the polarization
faotor whioh arises because, although. the incident beam ~ be unpolar-
ized, the diffraoted beam is polarized and the effeot on the intansi ty
is proportional to (1 + oos229). In addition, in most deteoting arrange-
ments, only a fraotion proportional to 1/sin9 of the radiation soattered
at an angle Q is measured.
2. The multiplicity faotor j is the number of oooperating planes of the
same form for the partioular reflection being measured.
3. The absorption faotor A(Q) is a oomplioated funotion of 9, the radius
r, and the linear absorption ooeffioient j.l of the speoimen, but values
have been tabulated by Bradley (1935) as fUnotions of 9 and j,lr.
4. The struoture factor F(hkl) -, f (hkl) exp 2'ld(hx+ ky + lz ), where~ r r r rr
the atomio scattering factor f (hkl) is the ratio of the amplitude ofr
the wave scattered by an atom to that soattered by a single eleotron.
f is proportional to the atomio number of the soattering atom at small
angles Q, but falls off as a funotion of (SinQ)/A due to the spatial
distribution of the eleotrons. The oal.oulated values are tabulated in
the Internatiailal.Tables for X-rIq Crystallography, Volume 3, together
with the oorreotion to be applied when the wavelength of the inoident
radiation is near an absorption edge.
At finite temperatures the atoms exeoute vibratious about their
equilibrium positions with the result that the atomic scattering factor
is reduced by a factor exp (-Bsin2Q/A 2), where
R: .. ,~+t ~ (3.5)
h is Planck's constant, k is Boltzmann's constant,8is the Debye temp-
erature and M is the mass of the atom. x = 8/T where T is the temper-
ature of the crystal.
The above expression for the temperature factor only applies strictly
to monatomic cubic crystals, but reasonable agreement can usually be
obtained for polyatomic crystals by using a mean value fore. Values
ofe for the elements are tabulated in the Intemational Tables for X-ra;y
Crystallography, Volume 3, and the functions exp(-B Sin2Q/A2), and
(¢(x)/x + 1/4) in Volume 2.
The amplitude and phase of the resultant wave scattered from a
series of planes (hkl) is obtained from the algebraic sum of the waves
scattered by the individual atoms, and is
thwhere x , Y t and z , are the coordinates of the r atom, and the sum-r r r
mation is over one unit cell.
3.3 Neutron diffraction
The wavelength A associated with a particle of mass m and velocity v is
A ca h/mv
Neutrons which have attained thermal equilibrium in a reactor at a
temperature T will have a mean kinetic energy given by
1 2' .l"2mv .. 2kT (3.8)
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where v2 is the mean square velocity.
Combination of equations (3.7) and (3.8) gives the wavelength oorres-
ponding to the root mean square velocities as
A _ h/(3mkT)l/2
oThe wavelength corresponding to 20 C is Nl.5 A, whioh is just the
right wavelength for diffraction by crystalline solids.
The intensity of a beam of unpolarized neutrons, scattered at an
angle 0 by a powder sample in the form of a vertical ciroular cylinder
fUlly bathed in the neutron beam, is given by the relation
I ~ j F2A(O)/SinO sin20
The relation is identical in form to equation (;.4) for X-~s, but
without the polarization factor. A(Q), the absorption faotor, varies
very slowly with angle, and for most materials can be ignored. The
geometrical structure factor is identical to that for X-~St but the
atomic scattering factor f is replaced by the appropriate nuclear or
magnetio scattering length.
3.4 Nuclear scattering of neutrons
The fundamental scattering body in nuclear soattering is the nucleus,
and this leads to the immediate resul.t that, since the dimensions of
the nucleus are small compared with the wavelength of the incident
thermal neutrons, the scattering is isotropic, and there is no form
factor fall-off with (SinQ)/A.
The neutron scattering power of a nucleus is usually expressed in
terms of a scattering length b, which is dete1:'lllinedby the boundary
conditions at the surface of the nucleus. At present b cannot be
TABLE 3.1 Neutron and X-rar scattering data for the constituent
elements of the Heusler alloys. (From Bacon, 1962).
Element Atomic Neutrons X-rB¥S
Number b (10-12om) f (10-12cm)x
AI 13 0.35 3.65
Si 14 0.42 3.95
Ti 22 -0.34 6.2
MIl 25 -0.36 7.0
Co 27 0.25 7.6
Ni 28 1.03 7.9
Cu 29 0.79 8.2
Ga 31 0.72 8.8
Ge 32 0.84- 9.0
Pd 46 0.59 12.9
In 49 0.}6 13.9
Sn 50 0.61 13.9
Sb 51 0.54 14.2
0·8
-
~.~~
Fig.3-1 Neutron magn!tic farm factars for:
Mn from Corliss, Elliott am Hostings(1956 )
Co from Nat hans and Paoletti (19S9)
Ni from Nathans. ShuU. Shirane and
Andresen (1959)
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oaloulated, but is often expressed in tems of the potential and
resonanoe levels in the oompound nuoleus. The potential term is al~s
positive, but the resonanoe term may take negative values. Consequently,
in oontrast to X-~s, b does not increase steadily with atomio number,
but behaves erratically, taking both positive and negative values, and
different values for different isotopes. The experimentally detemined
values of b for the oonstituent elements of the Heusler alloys are shown
in table (3.1) together with the corresponding X-ray data.
The erratio behaviour of the scattering lengths has its advantages.
Whereas it is diffioul t to distinguish between the MIl atoms and other
transition metal elements b,y X-ray diffraction, it is particularly easy
with neutrons beoause of the negative scattering length of Mn. This
makes neutron diffraction a particularly useful teohnique for invest-
igating the degree of order of Heusler type alloys.
3.5 Magnetic scattering of neutrOns
In addition to its mass, a neutron possesses a spin 1/2, and a JlI8.8Xletio
moment of 1.9 nuclear magnetons. The interaction of this moment with
that of a magnetic atom produoes an additional magnetio scattering of
the neutron. Sinoe the magnetic soattering is due to the unpaired
eleotrons, and not the nuoleus, the magnetio scattering amplitude, p,
exhibits a form faotor fall-off with (sinQ)/~. The magnetio fom factors
used for MIl, Co, and Ni are shown in figure (3.1).
Halpern and Johnson (1939) have shown that randomly oriented para-
magnetic ions have a differential magnetio soattering oross-seotion
d~PD per atom given by
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dO"pm
2 2
= j S(S + 1) ~e ~~ f2
mc (3.11)
where S is the spin quantum number of the soattering atom, e and m &:re
the electronic charge and mass respectively, c is the velocity of light,
Y is the magnetic moment of the neutron in nuclear magnetone, and f is
the magnetic form factor.
Since the paramagnetic atoms are randomly oriented, the magnetic
scattering is entirely incoherent and adds to the background of the
powder diffraction pattern. In ordered magnetio materials the magnetio
moments are oriented in a regular manner, and the differential magnetio
scattering cross-section per ordered atom is given b,y
where S is the magnetic interaotion vectGr defined by
~ is a unit scattering vevtor normal to t:Q,ereflecting planes, and 1£
is a unit vector in the direction of the magnetic moment.
The magnetio scattering amplitude p is defined as
p = (e2Y/mc2)Sf
and hence equation (3.12) may be rewritten
2 2dO"m = q p
...
Halpern and Johnson have shown that there is no coherence between
magnetic and nuclear scattering of unpolarized neutrons and the total
scattering cross-section dO"is thus
2 2 2dO"=b+qp (3.16)
i.e., the intensities are added.
The total scattered intensity for any refleotion is obtained by
oaloulating the total struoture faotor. l' for tha unit oell •. The: nuolear
struoture faotor l' is given byn
Fn - "b exp 21d.(hx + ky + lz )L r r r rr
and the magnetio struoture faotor F bym
Fm - L Pr exp 21d.(hxr+ kyr+ lZr)r
The resultant intensity is proportional to ~ whioh is given by
C~.18)
Nowfrom equation (3.13),
222
q = 1 - <E..10 ... sin a
where a is the angle betweenE. and'li. 2Thus if q is mown for a
particular reflection, the orientation of the magnetio moments~ in
prinoiple be determined. However, for polyorystalline materials only a
2meanvalue of q from all refleoting planes of the same fom is obtained,
and the most that can be oalculated is the orientation of the moments
with respect to the unique axis. If no unique axis exists, as in a
oubic orystal for example, it is impossible to detemine the moment
orientations from measurements on polyorystalline samples using
unpolarized neutrons.
In antiferromagnetic materials the magnetic unit cell is usually
twioe the size of the chemical unit oell, and consequently the magnetic
and nuclear diffraction peaks are not superimposed, but in ferromagnetic
materials the JDagIieticand chemical unit cells are usually the same
size and the magnetic anllnuclear peaks are superimposed at the same
Bragg angle. The magnetic and nuclear contributions to the diffraction
peaks ~ be detexmined Qy three methcds. The best method is to va.r,y q2.
This ~ be done by applying a magnetio field, suffioient1y large to
saturate the sample, along or perpendicular to the scattering veotor.
2 2In the first case q _ 0, and in the second q = 1, and the differenoe
between the two diffraction patterns is the magnetic scattering. If
suitable magnetic fields are not available measurements ~ be made
above and below the Curie tempemture, but this method suffers from the
disadvantage that other parameters ~ change with temperature, and
corrections have to be applied. The third method is to oompare the
intensities of diff»aetion lines at low and hish angles. At low angles
the magnetic contribution may' be large. but there is a rapid falloff
in magnetic contribution with angle due to the magnetio fODn faotor,
and high angl.e lines have virtually no JD8&Iletiooomponent. The disad-
vantage of this method is that intensities cannot be measured as accur~
ately at high angles.
3.6 M8inetic scattering by spiral spin !ystems
The previous disoussions have been ooncerned with magnetic scattering
from ferromagnetio or ant1fer:m>magnetio materials in which all the
magnetio atoms are aligned positively or ne~tive1y along a single
direotion. However~ it has been shown b,y neutron diffraction studies
that othen more} oomplicated ordered arrangements oan occur. In partic-
ular, spial spin a.rra.ngements,in whioh the magnetio moment. in
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successive planes are rotated through angles other than multiples of
oleo , are observed.
In order to predict. the JII88I1eticscattering due to the. additional
momentorientations it is necessar,y to generalize equation (3.18) and
to define a oomplexstruoture factor F , where-m
Em (hkl.) - r Pr9-r exp 21d.(hxr + qr+ lZr) (3.21)
r
thwhere .9.r is the ma.gnetio interaction vector for the r atom. Replacing
.9.r by the full veotor_'expression of equation (3.13), and substituting
in (3.21) gives
F (hkl.) •-m (3.22)
The positions and intensities of the magnetic reflections resulting from
a partioular spiral spin system ma;r be oaloulated by substituting the
appropriate values in equation (3.22) and carr.ring out the summation.
There are many possible spiral spin configurations, three of which
are illustrated" in figure (3.2), but the neutron diffraction patterns
arising from them are obaracterized by the appearance of pairs of
satellite magnetic reflections about the conventional Bragg positions.
For a simple sorew spiral such as is illustrated in figure (3. 2a) ,
with the magnetic vector rotating about the [uvw] axis through an angle
¢ from one plane to the next, satelli tOesto the Bragg reflection (hkl.)
oocur at angles corresponding to the generally non-integral indices
(h±ull,k;±VA,l;tw6), where ~- t/J/2'1te
If there is only one type of JII88I1eticatom (L,e, p _ p), then the
r
intensities of the noxmal ferromagnetio or antiferromagnetic Bragg
reflections are proportional to q2p2, with q2 given by equation (3.20).
(u vw) [u vw) [uvw]
c,
Pklnescrew FertQmci~ic cone Antiferromagnetic
cone
Ft9 3·2 Splratspin 'configurations
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2For a spiral spin configuration q is replaced by a mean value averaged
over all values of ~ of magnitude
2' 2q - (1 + cos 1])/4
where 1]is the angle between the spiral axis and the scattering vector.
3.1 The structure factors for a Heusler alloy
The chemical structure of the Heusler alloys is shown in figure (1.2).
It is best considered as comprising 4 interpenetrating f.c.c. sUblattices
A,B,e,n with coordinates (0 0 0), (1/4 1/4 1/4), (1/2 1/2 1/2) and
(3/4 3/4 3/4) respectively, as in figure (1.1). The structure factor
for 4 such interpenetrating sublattices is non-zero when the Miller
indioes of the reflecting planes are either all odd, or all even. The
even planes m8¥ be divided into 2 groups, (h + k + 1)/2 odd, and
(h + k + 1)/2 even. The generalized structure faotors for the 3 groups
are then
(h + k + 1)/2 odd
F(lll) - 14~(fA- fe)2+ (fB- fn)2~1/21
F(200) - 14(fA- fB+ fC- fD)1
F(220) - 14(fA+ fB+ fe+ fn)1
I
All odd
(h + k + 1)/2 even
where fA' fB, fe' and fD are the atomio scattering factors for the
atoms on the respective sublattioes.
F(lll) and F(200) oontain difference te~s and correspond to the
order dependent superlattice lines. F(220) is the sum of the oonstituent
soattering factors and is independent of order. As we shall only be
ooncerned with relative intensities, the faotors X4 ~ be negleoted.
The structure faotors for an ordered Heusler alloy, X2YZ, thus
become
F(lll) - I fy - fZ I
F(200) = 12fX - (fy + fz)1
F(220) - J 2f'X+ fy + fZ I
3.8 The structure faotors for a Clb type alloy
In addition to the Heusler alloys with the oomposition X2YZ, another
series of alloys at the composition XYZ has been investigated. These
alloys have a struoture very similar to that of the Heusler alloys, but
with one sUblattice vacant. The structure is illustrated in figure
(3.3). The structure factors mB¥ be obtained from equation (3.21) b.r
substi tuting fC - O. Hence
zuu) 101 I ~f~ + (fy- fz)2~1/21
F(200) - I fx - (fy+ £.) I
F(220) - I fx + f~ + fz I
3.9 Order-disorder in ternary alloys
The state of long-range order of a binary' alloy AB is conveniently
described in terms of a long-range order parameter S, where
(No. of A atoms on sUblattice A)
- No. of A atoms on sublattice A when randomlS _
of A atoms on sublattice A when fully ordered
- (No. of A atoms on sublattice A when randomly ordered)
S defined in this manner is a useful parameter in that it is possible
to infer, with some quantitative precision, some of the important
features of the configurational state to which it is appropriate. In
particular,. the intensities of the superlattice lines are proportional
·s
Fig.3·3 The C Ib Structur&
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It is not possible to desoribe the state of order of a ternary
alloy with only one order parameter except in the particular case when
the disorder is perfectly random. In practice, energy considerations
often dictate that the probability of one type of atom disordering is
not equal to that of another, and then a set of ordering parameters is
required. Unfortunately, their deter.m1nation from super1attice line
intensi ty measurements is usually difficult and ambiguous. A limited
but imIommative solution may be obtained by considering only a restricted
number of ways in which the alloy is likely to disorder. Table (3.2)
illustrates seven such WB¥S in which an alloy with the Heusler composition
X2YZ might be arranged on 4 interpenetrating f.c.c. sUblattices. a, the
'Disordering parameter' is the fraction of either Y or Z atoms not on
their correct sublattices.
(1) is the arrangement of atoms in the ordered Heusler structure.
(2) and (4) represent a state of disorder between only one X sub1attice
and the Y or Z sublattice respectively. As disorder of this type
proceeds the initial state of order is replaoed by another state of
order, represented by a(2,4) _ 1, with X atoms on A and B Bublattices
say, and Y and Z atoms on C abd D respeotively. This structure is
illustrated in figure (1.1), structure (2).
(3) and (5) represent the atomio arrangements to be expected if disorder
occurs between any of the X atoms and either of the Y or Z atoms
respectively. Maximum disorder of this form occurs at a(3,5) ...0.75,
but again this is order of another form, the DO} (Fe3Al type) structure.
TiBLE 3.2 The arrangements of the atoms of an alloy X2YZ on 4 inter-
penetrating f.o.c. sUblattioes A, B, C, D, for the principal. ide&1ized
types of disorder. (!he disordering parameter exis the fraotion of either
Y or Z atoms not on their oorrect sublatt1ces.)
Type of Sublatt10e Sub1attice Sub1att1ce Sub1attioe
disorder A B C D
1.
Complete X Y X Zorder
2.
(X - Y) (1 - ex)X + exY (1 - ex)Y + aX X Zdisorder
3.
(1 - .Q.)x + ~ (1 - ~)x + ~(X-Y-X) (1 - ex)Y+ aX Zdisorder 2 2
(X- Z) (1 - ex)X + exZ Y X (1 - ex)Z + aXdisorder
5.
(1 - ~)X + ~(X-Z-X) (1 - ~)X + tz y_ (1 - ex)Z + aXdisorder
6.
(y - z) X (1 - ex)Y + d X (1 - ex)Z + exYdisorder
7. 2
(l-ex)Y+j(2X+Z) (1- 3a)X+ ~(Y+Z) (l-cx)Z+ j(21+Y)(X-Y-X-Z) (1- ~)X+ £(Y+Z)disorder 3 3
lO
---.,.-
L4.
2·0
Fm
6( Mn-At)Mn3m~------------------~----~--~~------~
-8
N •-...
L4.
1·0
3 (Cu-Mn-Cu) F43m
0-2 0,8 1-0
Oegr¢(l of disorder lA
Fig.3·' Neutron diffraction structurn .factor (F)' for Cu,MnAt
versus degree of disorder 0(
(6) is the atomic arrangement when disorder occurs between the Y and Z
atoms only. Maximum disorder of this form occurs at a(6) D 0.5 and
oorresponds to the ordered E2 (CsCl type) struoture.
(7) represents random disorder. Complete disorder, S - 0, occurs at
«(7) = 0.75.
The effects of the various types of disorder on the nuolear super-
lattice line intensities of Cu~ are shown in figure (3.4). It is
of interest to note that, in'marked contrast to binar,y alloys, disorder
oan occur in such a manner as to result in an inorease in intensity of
either the odd or even superlattioe lines.
It is found that in general one of the above types of disorder
predominates in alloys at the Heusler oomposition, and the state of
order oan usually be satisfaotorily described in texms of some degree
of preferential disorder, together with a small amount of random
disorder. The type of order that predominates, if e;r:q, is usually clear
from graphs of F2 versus a. In particular, disorder of type (6) which
often occurs in alloys oontaining Al, Ga., or In is easily recognized as
it only affects the odd superlattice lines. A oomparison of neutron
diffraotion, and X-r&\V diffraction data is usually sufficient to
determine unambiguously the state of order in a Heusler alloy.
The dete~tion of the state of order of the ~ type alloys is
usually more oomplex sinoe they are effectively quaternary alloys with
with 3 types of atoms and one vacancy distributed on 4 sublattioes. In
addition, there are 3 possible w~s in which the atoms ~ be arranged
in the Clb structure. The 3 possibilities are shown in table (3.3).
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However, provided the state of order is high, it is possible to
distinguish between the 3 ordered configurations and to determine with
some confidence the type 'of disorder present.
TABLE 3.3 The 3 possible arrangements of an alloy XYZ on 4
interpenetrating f,c.c. sUblattices A, B, C, D, assuming that
one sUblattice (C s~) is vacant, and there is no disorder.
SUblattice Sublattice Sublattice SUblattice
A B C D
1. X Y Z
2. Y Z X
3. z X y
~4
Ez:perimental techniques
4.1 Alloy preparation
All the alloY's were.prepared in an essentially similar manner from
spectrographically pure_elements supplied bY'Jomson Matthey &: Co. Ltd.
The 5, 10, or 20 g ingots vere. _de bY'meltin&' the consti went el_ents
together in the appropriate proportions in an arBOnarc ful.'Dac.. .After
the in!tial melt the alloys vere tumed over and remelted 3 tim•• , when-
ever possible, in order to ensure good mixing. Beoause on occaksions
the alloys were very brittle and shattered on remelting the first melt
was alwa;ysmixed as thoroughly' as possible. Care was always taken to
minimize any loss bY'vaporization. Whenthe boiling point of one const-
i tuent was lover than the melting point of another, as is that of Sb
below that of Pd or Co, half of the MIlwas first melted vi th the Bb,
and the rest vith the Pd or Co. ~e two halves were then melted together
with min1_l loss of material. IDpta vere inspected and weighed after
removal from the fu:mace, and if for a;rq reason any undue oxidation or
change in v~cat had occurred, the melt was disoarded.
The densities of the in80ts were measured, and then the inpts were
crushed. About four large pieces were ground downinto roughly ellipsoi-
dal rin&'-balance specimens approximately 3.5 mmlong by 1.6 mmdiameter.
The remainders were crushed to powders in a hardenee. ateel mortar. A.
rin8-balance specimen and small amounts of powder were sealed off under
vacuumin two small quartz tubes. The samples were &llD_led for at
least 24 hours at temperatures between 50000 and 100000 dep_d.inB upon
the alloY'. One sample vas quenched into iced water, and the other was
slow-cooled ~ room temperature, u8\1&lq over 36 hours. X-ray photo-
C1'&phswere taken of powder samples before aun_ling, after quen.ch1JJg,
and after slow-cool.ing, and arq chazlses noted. The photographs taken
before annealing were alWBl'sto so_ extent blurred due to the severe
oold wOrkingneeded to produoe the powder, but the principal lines
could usually be distinBuished. The intensities and posi tiona of the
lines on the photoarapha were oomparedwith those caloulated for a
Hausler alloY' of that oomposition and densit,y. If one or all of the
photographs appearee to indicate a Heusler alloY' type structure, the
rest of the sample was sealed ott under vacuumand given a similar heat
treatment.
4.2 Structural. aDallsi.
!he structures ot the alloys were initially investigated using X-ray
diffraction teohnique.. For BIOstof the work a standard 9 cmUnioam
Debye-Soherrer oaaera lIaS used.
A glass fibre of about 100 IlicroQ radiua was coated with a thin
~er of Canada balBall and evenly .Tared. vith a thin lqer of the
tinest fraotion of the powder. The speoimen was mounted on the rotator
at the geo.etrical oentre of the 081181'&, and an X-ray diffraotion photo-
gzaph was taken using Ilford G industrial X-ray tilm in a van Arkel
mcnmting. Iron radiation, with a Jll8Dg&D.esebeta filter, was wsuall¥ used
in order to avoid nuoresoenoe. !.'heBragg angles of the liD.. were
determined from measurements of the positions of the lines usiDg a
Cambrida'eUniversal measuring _ohine. lattioe parameters were deteDiined
accurately from Nelson-Rile.y extrapolations of aO versus i(COB
2g/B1D9+
COS2Q/Q). Line intensities were estimated visually or were measured on
a Joyce-Loebel micro-densitometer, depending upon the aoouraa.r require'.
If the superlattice lines wereaxpeoted to be ver.y weak, photosraPba
were taken using a Philips 11.46 ompowder camera with fine coll.i-.tion.
Lowtemperature powder photographs were: taken using a Philips OUIera
modified by Dr. F. H. Combley-throush which vapour, fro. a freely boiling
liquid nitrogen oontainer, could be passed at various rates. The teapez-
ature was measured using a themooouple olose to the specimen.
Accurate determinations of the agnetio and chemical struotures of
the alloY'S, including qualitative est1-.tes of degrees of order were
madeUBing neutron diffraotion tecbni~es.
lJeutron diffraction faoi11 ties were provided on the DIDOhigh flux
reaotor at .l.E.B.E., Harwell, by' ar.rangeJIlent,with Professor G. E. Baoon.
So.e in!tial work was done on the .. 11 BA.lGERdiMraotometel!, but most
of the results were. obtained on the larger high resolution CURBANdiff-
ractometer showndiagrammatically in figure (4.1).
!he oollimated beamof slow neutrons falls on the monoohromating
cr,rstal, and the monoohro_ted beam is channelled through the shielding
to the oentre of the spectrometer table. Tbe emergent beamhas a wave-
le.agth of 1.056 A, and is of reotangu.lar oross-section approxiJllately
lin X in. The intensity" of the diffraoted beam scattered by the Bpecimen
is measured by the B10 enriched BF3 proportional counter.
NUCLEAR REACTOR
beam
CO\J\ter
•
Fig. 4·, The genual layout of the Curran spectrometer
at the Harwell reactor DIDO showing some
details of the collimator and _ shielding. (BQ¢Ot\196Z)
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The counter rotates in a horizontal plane about a vertical axis
through the centre of the sprectometer table, and is programmedto oount
at a fixed position until a preset moDitor oount is reaohed. The counter
then steps IfOUndthrough a small predetermined angle and then repeats
the oount. The prooedure is oontinued until a preset terminat1Qg angle
i8 reaohed. The counting is automatio and is recorded, together with the
counter angle and temperature, on a digital print out. A. typical monitor
count is of the order of 4 x 106 neutrons at intervals of 1/50•
The speoimens were in the fo:rmof powders whioh were enclosed in
thin walled cylindrical cans. The initial work was done in oopper cans
since the cr,yostat used had oopper and stainless steel tails, but this
bad the grave disadvantage that the (111) line of au usual:Qr fell on, or
olose to, the (220) normalizing line of the alloy. Whena vanadium tailed
or,yostat and vanadiumwalled furnaoe beoameavailable the work was done
in ti tanium-ziroonium null-ilia trix cans. Roo. temperature and furnaoe
runs were done in large cans approx. 3.a omx 1 omdiam., with a sample
volume approx. , om'. Cr,yostat runs were done in smaller cans_approllo
1 om' volume.
The fuxnaoe consisted of a simple eleotric heater fitted with a
cylindrical vanadiumheat shield whioh enoircled the speoimen. Tempe~
atuns up to l500C could be readilY aohieved.
The oryostat was oonstructed for use at liquid helium temperature,
but was equallY sui table for use at liquid nitrogen temperature. The
specimen was attaohed to the end of a thick oopper rod whioh was in good
ther.mal oontaot with the bottom of the innermost ooolant container.
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Three. sets of vanadium radiation shields enoiroled the speoimen which
quiokly attained the temperature ot the ooolant. If it was neoesll&X7to
oompare room and low temperature diffraotion patteme, the room tempera-
ture run was done in the empty oryostat. The ooolant was then introduoed
vithout moving the oryostat. This enabled almost direct oomparisons to
be made sinoe the speoimen remained in exact~ the same poai tion and,
apart from the temperature, the physioal environment of the speoiaen
was unchanged.
UnfortunatelJ there vere no facilities available for applying a
saturating magnetio field to the speoimens, so magnetio struoture det-
er.minations were usuallY made by oomparison of the diffraction pattems
above and below the ordering temperature. In someof the allo)"'8, part-
icularly those oontaining oobalt, the Curie temperatures vere too hi&h
to permit this, and the magnetic and ohemical structures had to be
deduced from room temperature data only. Fortunately, in most caees,
both the magnetio and nuolear struoture factors were such as to make
this method quite accurate.
4.}!Binetic aeaaurements
The magnetio properties of the alloys investigated were ver.y varied,
ud two Suckamith rin&'-balances were found to be the most sui table
measuring instruments.
Magnetization measurements were made on the ferromagnetic alloys at
11 applied tields up to 16000 Oe, over a temperature range 77°X to
approx. lOOOoX,using a rinB-balance basical~ as described by
Sucltsmith (19}9).
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The susceptibilities of paramagnetic and antiferromagnetio alloys
were measured at 3 applied fields, 3430, 7030, and 9900 Oe, over the
tOOemperature range 77 K to approx 520 K, using a "):pe.rama.cnetio' rill&'-
balance as described by Sucksmith (1929).
Both balances are essentially similar, and depend for their ope~
ation upon the measurement of the force F exerted upon a specimen ofz
magnetic momentMin a non-uniform magnetic field. F is related to thez
vertical field gradient bY'the equation
F _Hi!!z c)z
FOr a ferromagnetic specimen of mass m, and speoific magnetization
~HT' the equation beoomes
and for a pa.rama.gneticmaterial of susoeptibility X, it ~ be written
Fz • mXH ~ (4.3)
Because of the difficulty of measuring ~ aoouratel¥ both instru.m-
ants are calibrated using pure .. terials of knownJllB8Detization or
susoeptibili ty. A small, approximately ellipsoidal, specimen of spectro-
graphically pure ;iron is:uaed to calibrate the ferromagnetic balanoe,
and a cylindrical sample of spectrographically pure palladium for the
paramagnetic balanoe.
In order to ensure that the calibration is valid for all speoimens,
ferromagnetio measuremenwmust be _de in a region of the field where
the gradient ~ is oonstant and the change in absolute value of the
field is small. This is achieved by situating the specimen at the oentre
of the magnet pole-pieces that have been stepped as in figure (4.2&).
z
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fhe centre sections of the pole-pieces are inclined at approx. 50 to
the vertical, giving a small, ef'fectively uniform f'ield gradient over
the volume of the specimen.
In order to be able to compare susceptibilities direotly, the spec-
imen must be in a region of' the field where H~ is constant. .Aa the:· .
materials to be investigate' have small and substantially field indep-
endent susceptibilities a region over whioh there is a steep field
gradient may be used. ! suitable position is shownin figure (4.2b).
The force F exerted on the specimen is measured bY'the defo:rmationz
produced in a ring of beryllium-copper strip, supported at the top, and
subject to the force at the bottom. The experimental arrangement is
shownin figure (4.3).
The angle turned through by a tangent to the ring is, to a first
approximation, given by the equation
2P • Fzr ~o8G/4E[
where r is the radius of the ring, I is its momentof inertia of cross-
seotion, and E is Young's modulus. G is the angle between the tangent
and the vertical. oA maximum in ¢ occurs at about g • 49 when
2~ • O.140r F lEIm m
oPlane mirrors are fixed at the pos!tions G • 49 , and the ring
distortion is measured using an optical lever.
4.4 The electromagnets
Tbemagnetic fields necessar,y to produce saturation in the ferromagnetic
_terials, and sufficiently large field gradients to enable the suscep-
tibill ty of non-ferromagnetic materials to be measured, were produoed
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by 4" electromagnets designed by Sucksmith and Anderson (1956). liaergi-
sing currents of up to 15 amps were supplied via a Westinghouse rectitier
from a 5-phase Variac controlled supply. The pole-tips were in the tom
ot truncated cones tapering to approx. 3.5 cm, with a cone angle 510•
The pole-gap was approx. 2 cm.
The magnet was mounted on an adjustable tripod base, and the whole
assembly could be movedhorizontally along a traok, in order to faoili t-
ate adjustment and speoimen changing.
4.5 The rinB:balanoes
The ferromagnetio balanoe consisted ot a oircular ring, approx. 5 om
diam., ot beryllium-oopper strip 3 mmwide x -2 III thick, supported in a
vertical plane at its highest point. A quartz tube approx. 30 om x 2 mm
41_. was attached vertically to 'the lowest part ot the ring. A oopper
speciJDenholder was attached to the bottom end ot the rod with Autostic
adhesive. lateral oonstraint was provided by the 2 nat spirals, S,
which prevented the speoimen trom being pulled side~s without atteot-
ing the linearity ot the relationship between ~ displacement and
applied foroe. Light trom a distant straight filament lamp was reflected
by 'the 2 mirrors, and focussed b1 the lena L to an iaBe in the focal
plane ot a travell1Dg miorosoope capable ot vertical traverse t and mea...
uring to 0.01 mm. The ring usembly was enclosed in an airtight glasa
do•• with optically flat windows, enabling the whole system to be evac-
uated. Dampingwas provided bY'llpt "laDes dipping into silicone vacuum
oil.
The paraaagnetic balance differed trom the ferromasnetic balance in
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that it was required to measure muchsmaller forces. Tbe riDg'vas ...,
0.1 mmthick, and thinner spirals were used. The rod was made fro.
light Germansilver tube, but the weight was still such a8 to cause
excessive distortion of the ring. Inoreased dampingwas achieved by ~
king the damping 'vanes' in the form of light hollow drums. Tbe large
surfaoe area pzovfded the additional damping, and the upthmst reduoed
the ring distortion without adding to the rigidity of the system.
4.6 Temperature control •
Temperatures between 11°X and room temperature were obtained usiD&'a
low temperature attaohment devised by Orangle and Martin (1959). The
arrangement is shown in figure (4.4). It oonsists of 2 oo-axial tubes,
olosed at their ends, and capable ot evacuation. Tb. outer tube is of
thin walled Germansilver tube, and in operation is immersed in the
shaped Dewarvessel which is normally filled with liquid nitrogen. Th.
inner tube is of thin walled Germansilver tube downto the point Y,
where it is joined to the copper bottom. A small heater is set inside
the copper bottom, and a controlled heat leak is provided by the oopper
brid8e at X. Tbe space between the 2 tubes is normally evacuated. Helium
exohallge gas is contained in the inner oontainer enabling the specimen
at Z to achieve almost the same temperature as the copper bottom. T~
erature control is achieved by balancing the heat input from the heater
against the controlled leak through the bridge.
oHigh temperature measurements, up to 1000 X, were carried out under
vacuumin the narrow cylindrical wate~cooled furnace illustrated in
figure (4.5). The inner quartz tube, internal diameter 6 mm,carries
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windings of nichrome strip, closely wound over the specimen region. The
strip is firmly attached with Autostic cement, and is insulated fro.
the brass water jacket with asbestos paper. The heat capacit,y of the
furnace is small, enabling equiilibrium temperatures to b. attained with
rapidit,y. A temperature of lOOOoK could be maintained with & heat input
of approx. 50 watts. Additional water oooliDg is provided on the main
body of the ring balance to prevent heat from reaching the spirals.
The paramagnetio balance incorporated a 'Pallador' thermocouple,
electrically insulated in fine quartz tubes threaded down the balanoe
rod. The measuring ~w:iction was adjaoent to the speoimen, and the fixed
junction was in melting ioe. Pallador was used because of its small
osusceptibilit,y, and large thermal e.m.f. over the range 77 K to approx.
o520 K. The thermocouple e.m.f. was measured using a Tinsle.y potentiom.ter
coupled to a Pye Soalamp galvanometer. Susoeptibilit,y measurements were
made at only, field values, and the temperature could be kept stea.4 to
owithin lover the short time necessar,y.
A chromel-QQnstantan thermocouple was used in the ferromagnetio
balanoe as neither of the constituents are ferromagnetic, and it gives
o 0a large thermal e.m.f. over the range 77 K to above 1000 K. As magnetiz-
ation measurements were made at 11 applied fields, the temperature had
to be held steady for about 5 minutes. ,This was achieved by fine manual
adjustment of the heaterourrent, with the thermocouple e.m.f. displ~ed
on a 0 - 10 mV pen reoorder. When potentials above 10 mV were being
measured, potentials in steps of 10 mV were baoked off using a Tinsley
potentiometer, and only the difference was displayed on the reoorder.
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4.7 Alignment and operation of rins=balances
The specimen holder, containing a standard specimen, was centred visually
in the pole-gap. A long focus microscope was then used to observe the
movementof the specimen when the field was switched on and off. Horiz-
ontal adjustments were madeuntil no sidew~s movementoould be deteoted.
The position of optimumfield gradient for the ferromagnetic balance
was obtained by adjusting the vertical height of the magnet until the
position of maxim~ deflection was found. The horizontal adjustment was
then rechecked. The optimumposition of constant HaH/~z for the parama-
gnetic balance, shown in figure (4.2b), was also obtained by a vertical
traverse.
The magnetic fields at the speoimen positions were measured for a
series of values of energizing currents up to a maxiJIWI of 13 amps
2
using a Pye Soalamp fluxmeter, and a search coil of 30 cm~turns.
Box corrections were obtained by measaring the deflection of the
empty specimen holder in S811'era1 ,&JPlied :fields. Th. linearity of the
instruments was checked by comparing the defleotions produced by diff-
erent masses of standard specimens. WhenparamagnetiC measurements
were made, small weights were al~s added to the ring in order to
ensure that the rest position did not change for specimens of different
mass. Alignment checks were repeated periodically, and calibration runs
were madebefore and after each complete experimental run.
4.8 AnalYsis of results
!he ferromagnetic specimens were polished to an approximately ellipsoi-
dal shape using fine emery paper. Demagnetizing corrections were estim-
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ated for the appropriate axial ratios using the demagnetizing faotors
given by Stoner (1945). The effeotive field H is related to the applied
field HA by the relation
where N is the appropriate demagnetizing faotor, p is the density, and
~HT is the speoifio magnetization in a field H at temperature T.
Magnetio isothermals were plotted over a wide range of temperature,
and values of the spontaneous magnetization, ~OT' were obtained. At low
temperatures srOT was obtained by linear extrapolation, but near the
Curie temperature ~OT was derived from~2 versus H/~ plots. (XOuvel
1957). At low temperatures, extrapolation to OOK was made using the
relation
The rewl ts were converted to Bohr magnetons per 'moleoule', p, using
the expression
where M is the 'molecular weight', Ii is Avopdro's number, and P is the
Bohr magneton.
Susoeptibility, and reoiprocal susoeptibility v.ersus temperature
curves were plotted for paramagnetio and antiferromagnetic alloys. N'el
temperatures were measured, and paramagnetio Curie temperatures were
extrapolated. Bohr magneton numbers were obtained from the slope of the
reoiprocal susceptibility curve using equation (2.lJ).
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CHAPJ.1ER 5
Experimental results - Cu~ and CuMnX
5.1 Introduction
The Heusler alloys contaiming copper were the first to be investigated
and have since been the subject of many investigations. The magnetio
results of most observers agree to within l~, but it is 'difficult to
determine which are the most reliable because the magnetic properties
depend critically upon the alloy structures, and quantitative measure-
ments of the extents of order are not usually given. The best available
data on the alloys is summarized below.
The most complete magnetization data on this alloy is given by Endo et
al (1964), and Oxley (Thesis, 1964). The alloys were prepared by
000quenching from 800 C followed by an anneal between 100 C and 200 C for
over 100 h. The results are summarized in table (5.1).
T.A:BLE 5.1
CTOO(emu/g) 1-'00(~)
5.95 97 ;I; 4 ~.7± 0.2 600 ± 10
Felcher et al (196~) investigated a speoimen that had undergone a
similar heat treatment using neutron diffraotion techniques at room
temperature. A magnetic field of 12000 Oe was used to separate the
magnetic and nuclear scattering contributions. They were able to show
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that the alloy was highly ordered with a long-range order parameter
S - 0.98, and the magnetic moment, at least to within 0.1 ~, was
attributed to :theMn atom.
Kimura et al (1962) have shown that at 7500C the alloy has the B2
(CsCl type) structure, and Ohoyama and Webster (To be published) have
shown from resistivity measurements made during rapid cooling that the
transition temperature for Mn - AI ordering is 650°C.
Sucksmith and Bates (1923) measured the gyromagnetic ratio, and
Lande splitting factor g = 2, and hence conoluded that the magnetic
properties were due to the spin, and not the orbital motion of the
electrons.
Potter (1929) showed from single orystal torque measurements that
the easy direction of magnetization is ~l~ •
5.3 Cu~
An allo~ at about the oomposition Cu~ was investigated by Coles,
Hume-Rothery, and Myers (1949). The alloy was ferromagnetic as cast,
and its magnetic properties were insensitive to beat treatment. The
alloy had the Hausler structure, but with a small amount of an additional
phase.
The alloy was reinvestigated by Oxley (Thesis, 1964), and his results
for a specimen quenohed from 5250C are summarized in table (5.2).
TABLE 5.2
6.2 74 ± 2 4.0 ± 0.1 520 ± 5
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5.4 ~Sn
Taglang and Fournier investigated the phase changes in the alloy Cu~,
and two successive transformations were observed. The Heusler structure
is only stable above 650°C, but may be retained at room temperature by
very rapid quenching.
Oxley (Thesis, 1964) reinvestigated the alloy and his results are
shown below in table (5.3).
TABLE 5.3
6.17 76 :i: 2 4.1 :i: 0.1 (530)
The measured Curie temperature is an est~ted value because the H8usleb
structure is not stable at that tempera:t;ure,and precipitation of a
non-magnetic phase occurs.
•
5.5 Qu2MJ!§b and CUMnSb
Heusler, Starck and Haupt (1903) reported that an alloy containing Cu,
MIl, and Sb was ferromagnetic, but the ferromagnetism they detected was
probably due to the presence of binary alloys of Mn and Sb.
Oxley et al (1962) reported that an alloy at the composition ~Sb
had the Heusler structure but exhibited some antiferromagnetic character-
istics. A maximum in the susceptibility was observed at 380[,but
Curie-Weiss behaviour was not observed above that temperature. However,
Oxley (Thesis, 1964) later suggested that the alloy was probably a
mixture of CuMnSb and Cu.
Nowotny and G1atz1 (1952) showed from X-~ diffraction measurements
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that CuMnSb was probably ordered in the Olb type struoture with a
lattioe parameter 6.05 k.X., but they were unable to distinguish
positively between the Cu and Mn sites.
20 g ingots were prepared for the present investigation at the
oompositions CUMnSb and OutMDSb by aro melting with losses in melting
of 1.9% and 1.0% respeotively. The CuMnSb was annealed a.t12500, and
the OuZMnSb at 600°0 for 24 h before quenohing. X-ray diffraotion
photographs of the two alloys appeared to be 1dentioal apart from a.few
extra lines on the Cu~b photograph. The addit10n8l lines were indexed
as f.c.o. with a lattice parameter 3.68 A. The measured lattioe
parameters are compared with those oaloulated from density measurement a
ill table (5.4).
TABLE 5.4
Alloy DensiR
(g/cm~'
from Density Measured
CUMnSb 6.8 6.2 6.091
Cu~ 7.1 5.1 6.097
Cu+
~
(3.61) 3.68
1.1
CU)JnSb ) 6.2 6.091
Good agreement is shown for CuMnSb, and s1m1l~ agreement ia alao
observed for Cu~Sb if it is assumed to be a mixture of Cu and CUMnSb.
The proposed struotures were oonfirmed by measuring the X-rq
diffraotion line intensities with a miorodensitometer. The measured
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and calculated intensities are compared in table (5.5).
TABLE 5.5
Debye-Scherrer line intensities Cu(Kcx)
hkl. Calculatea' Mea.Jlllr8d
l. CuMn-Sb 2. CuMnSb- 3. Cu-MnSb CuMnSb
111 39 31 70 37
200 32 40 0.1 32
220 100 100 100 (100)
311 19 15 33 19
222 9 11 0.1 8
400 16 16 16 14
CutmSb Cu
hk1 Calculated Measured CalcUlated
L2l Main lines Extra lines f.c.c.
111 13 42 22 22
200 4 30 10 1\110
220 100 (100) 5 6
311 7 "'17 5 7
222 2 7 2 2
400 16 15 1 NI
It is seen that CuMnSb has the Clb type structure (1) as illustrated
in table (3.3), although structure (2) cannot be entirely eliminated.
It is clear that CuZMnSb does not have the Heus1er structure, but
consists of CuMnSb and Cu.
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Some additional very faint lines were observed on both CUMDSb and
~Sb photographs. They could not be satis£aotorily indexed, but
their intensities were only about l/~ of the intensities of the main
lines.
The neutron diffraction patterns of the two alloys at 77°X are shown
in figure (5.1). The 2 patterns are very similar except for the
increased width and intensities at the (220) and (311) positions on the
CU~b pattem due to the superposition of the (111) and (200) linea
respe~tively of copper. The oaloulated and measured intensities are
compared in table (5.6).
TABLE 5.6
Nuclear intensities
hk1 Calculated Measured
CuMnSb/ Cu CuMnSb Cu~
111 258 226 (226)
200 ;1.8 29 28
220/111 91.0/40.; (97) (91)/161
;11/200 218 /2;.0 161 (161)/116
222 17.; 15 11
400 25.1 26 27
CUMnSb has the C1b structure (1) with a small amount of random
disorder, equivalent to a(Randam) ~ 0.06, or S D 0.92. The caloulated
intensities are not shown for structure (2), because this struoture may
be definitely eliminated as the calculated intensities are very much
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different. It is also confirmed that Cu~b consists of CUMnSb + Cu,
but the Cu lines are about 4times as intense as expected. This can
only be due to contamination from the copper supporting rod. Both
alloys also show very weak additional peaks that could not be readily
indexed.
The susceptibility and reciprooal susceptibility versus temperature
curves for the two alloys are shown in figures (5.2) and (5.~). Both
alloys show a field dependency over muoh of the measured range that is
characteristic of a small amount of ferromagnetic impurity.
At temperatures above ~500K Cu~Sb follows a Curie-Weiss law, but
at lower temperatures the effects of a small amount of ferromagnetic
impurity are noticed. An estimate of the ferromagnetic contribution
was obtained by subtracting the susceptibility predicted from Curie-
Weiss behaviour from the measured susceptibilities. The impurity has a
Curie temperature of ~10 = lOOK, and a spontaneous magnetization
~OO = 0.38 emu/g Cu~Sb. But, below l500K the measured susceptibility
is less than that expected for a mixture of a paramagnetic and a ferro-
magnetic, which is understandable if the CUMnSb exhibits some antiferro-
magnetism below approximately l500K.
The CuMnSb differs from the Cu~b, in that the £erromagnetic
impurity has a Curie temperature app~oximately 5l00K, and the antiferro-
magnetic characteristics are more pronounced. A maximum in suscept-
ibility occurs at 150 ± lOOK, but there is also a minimum at 1000K.
oThe neutron dif£raction patterns at 77 K show no anti£erromagnetic
peaks, but the di££raction pattern of CUMnSb at 4.2oK shown in
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(5.4) does. Antiferromagnetic peaks are observed at the (311), (331),
(511) positions for a magnetic unit cell with twice the dimensions of
the chemical unit cell. The (111) reflection_expected at the angle
2Q = 8.840 is absent, indicating that q2(111) ~ O. Since the magnetio
unit cell is twice the size of the chemical unit cell, then assuming
the magnetic moments are confined to the Mn atoms, adjacent 11n atoms
along the cube axes are oppositely aligned. Also, since q2(111) - 0,
the magnetic symmetry must be rhombohedral with the magnetic moments
aligned parallel and antiparallel to the unique [111] axis, as in FeO
(Shull et al, 1951). The calculated and measured magnetic intensities
are compared in table (5.7).
TABLE 5.7
Magnetio intensities
hkl 2 Calculated Measuredq
a • 2aO IJ. = 4.2 ~
111 0 0 0
311 32/33 118 117
331 32/57 30 .29
511,333 32/81, 0 8 9
The agreement between the measured and oaloulated intensities is
exoellent, indioating that the postulated struoture is correct, and the
magnetic moment of 4.2 ± 0.2 ~ at 4.2oK is confined to the Mn atoms.
Unfortunately, no neutron diffraotion measurements were made on Cu2MriSb
o .at 4.2 K, and so no direot magnetic structure oomparisons can be made.
However, the other results indicate that the two alloys are essentially
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similar. The differences in the susceptibilit,y curves are probably
due to the slightly different ferromagnetic impurities resulting from
the different compositions and heat treatments.
58.
Experimental results - Ni~ and IfiMnX
6.1 !i~
~or (1944) disoovered a ternary phase in the Ni~-Al system at the
composition Ni4~lAl60 together with an additional metastable phase of
undetermined composition. Robinson (1952, 1954) showed that the alloys
had an orthorhombic unit cell.
Tsuboya and Sugihara (1961) disoovered a ferromagnetio 'K phase in
the oomposition range 25-50 at.~ Mn, 10-}O at.~ Ni, and 40-52 at.% AI,
with a B2 struoture. The other pha •••• xisting at oompositions adjoining
the II phase did not exhibit ferromagnetism.
A 20 g ingot was made at the oomposition Ni~ with & loss in
oweight on melting of l.~. Samples were annealed at 800 C for 24 h,
after whioh one was quenched, and the other was slow-oooled over 36 h.
X-ray photographs taken of the two sample. were identioal. The measured
and oaloulated results are oompared in table (6.1).
TABLE 6.1
6.1 5.8 A 5.821 A
F2(Q _ 0) Caloulated
Struoture
(111) (200) (220)
144 }24 88}6 L21
2}4 144 88}6 F4}m
0 324 88}6 B2
Densi ty aO from &0
g/om3 density Measured
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The lattioe parameters are in exoellent agreement. The even super-
lattioe lines were of the expeoted intensity for a Heusler alloy at
this oomposition, but the odd superlattioe lines were not visible.
Ni~ has thus either the L21 struoture with a large amount of Mn-Al
disorder, or the B2 struoture whioh is equivalent to oomplete Mn-Jl
disorder. Several weak lines, indexed as b ,c ,e; with aO - 3.2l A, were
also observed.
The reoiprooal suscept~bility versus temperature ourves for the
quenohed and slow-cooled alloys are shown in figure (6.1). The two
alloys behaved a little differently. Above 300oX, both alloys are
paramagnetic, but the slow-cooled alloy has the greater susceptibility.
Below 3000K the deviation from Curie-Weiss behaviour indioates some
form of antiferromagnetic alignment, but the field dependency is compl.x.
In the quenched alloy, the susceptibility increases with field below
300oK. The susceptibility of the slow-cooled alloy increases with
field up to 2l5°X, but decreases with field in the region 215 to 300oK.
A possible explanation of the/latter ~ be the presence of minute
amounts of ferromagnetic phase formed dl,lringslow-cooling. The additional
phase could be due to very small regions. of MIl-Al order which, like
Ni~ and Ni~In. might be ferromagnetic, or it oould be due to a
sub-microscopic precipitate.
Neutron diffraction measurements were made on the quenched alloy at
00' )77 K and ~93 K. The diffraction patterns are shown in figure (6.2 •
The measured intensities were corrected for the effects of temperature
ousing a mean atomic weight of 50, and a Debye temperature 378 K. '!be
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intensities of the measured nuclear lines are compared with the
calculated intensities in table (6.2).
TABLE 6.2
Nuclear intensities
hkl Calculated Measured
L21
III 82.3
200 397
220 396.6
311 70.1
222 183
400 103
:B2 (Mean)
0 0
397 356
396.6 (396.6)
0 0
183 184
103 90
It is seen that the alloy is highly ordered in the :B2structure. The 2
small peaks observed at the (Ill) and (311) positions at 2930K are
magnetic rather than nuclear in origin. This IlI8iY be shown from the
ratio of their intensities, and in addition, the susceptibility results
indicate the onset of antiferromagnetism at 300oK.
The diffraction pattern at 77°K shows antiferromagnetic peaks at
the (Ill) and (311) positions, but in addition there are satellites to
the (200) line, and a broadening at the base of the (220) line. The
presence of both antiferromagnetic and satellite lines indicates that
the magnetic moment configuration has antiferromagnetic and spiral
components, such as is exhibited by the antiferromagnetic cone spiral
shown in figure (3.2c). The measured magnetic intensities are compared
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in table (6.3) with intensities calculated on the assumption that the
magnetic moments are confined to the Mn atoms, and the structure is as
in figure (3.2c), with the spiral axis [ll~ •
TABLE 6.3
2Q Magnetic intensities
hkl Measured Calculated Measured Calculated
~ = 1/9 ~7 = 4.3
P = 300
111 18.13 18.15 62 61.8
311 35.16 35.15 15 14.6
200- 19.80 19.86 4.5 5.4
200+ 22.20 22.20 5.5 4.7
220- 1\128.5 28.2 "'2 2.0
-of220- 30.1 2.0
220+ "'31.0 31.5 1\12 1.4 It
The intensities of the antiferromagnetio lines (111) and (311) are in
excellent agreement with the calculated results assuming a fundamental
component ~ cos p • 3.73 ~, where p is the cone 1/2 angle. Satisfactory
agreement is obtained :forthe (200) satellite lines if it is assumed
that the spiral component ~ sin p = a.16 ~, and hence p = 300• The
unresolved (220) satellite lines are also of the right order of magnitude.
The positions of the satellite lines are in reasonable agreement
with the calculated angles assuming ~= 1/9, and a spiral axis (ll~ •
However, only slight changes in position and intensity would be expected
for other spiral axes, (e.g. [um]) and consequently the spiral axis
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cannot be defined unambiguously from this data. But, providing the
spiral axis is (100), [110), or [Ill], then~ = 1/9, which corresponds
to a rotation ¢ = 200 between adjacent antiparallel spins along the
spiral axis.
The magnetic properties of Ni~ are summarized in table (6.4).
TABLE 6.4
ON l-40,77 l-400 Spin angle Cone 1/2 angle
OK
~ Extrapolated ¢ ~
300 ± 10 4.3 ± 0.2 4.4 ± 0.3 20 ± 1.50 30 ± 30
6.2 Ni~Ga.
Hames (1960) reported that ~ alloy at the composition Ni~Ga was
ferromagne.tic and probably had the L~ structure with a lattice parameter
5.85 A.
A 20 g ingot was made at the composition Ni~Ga with a loss in
weight on melting of O.~. The &11oy was annealed at 800°C for 24 h ,
and then quenched. The calculated and me*sured X-r&\Y results are shown
in table (6.5).
TABLE 6.5
Density aO from ao F2(Q _ 0) Caloulated
g/om3
structure
density Measured (Ill) (200) (220)
36 0 12544 L2l
8.2 5.82 A 5.825 A 18 36 12544 F43m
16 16 12544 DO,
The lattice parameters are in excellent agreement. The odd superlattice
lines were very weak, but the even lines were absent, in agreement with
Hames' suggestion that the alloy has the Heusler structure.
The magnetic isothermals are shown in figure (6.3), and the magnet-
ization curves in figure (6.4). The principal magnetic features are
summarized in table (6.6).
TABLE 6.6
OF Transition <TOO (emu/g) f!OO
oK Temperature oK (Extrapolated) ~
379 ± 3 227 ± 2 96 ± 3 4.17 ± 0.2
oTYPical ferromagnetic behaviour is observed down to 227 K, but at that
temperature the alloy becomes more difficult to saturate. The change
occurs over a very small tempe~ interval, and is reversible.
An X-ray photograph taken with a modified powder camera at 1900K
showed a tetragonal structure, a _ 5.920 A, c - 5.591 A, and cIa a 0.944.
It is to be expected that the maanetic and crystallographic changes are
related, and occur together at 227°K.
Neutron diffraction patterns recorded at 293 and 77°K are shown in
figure (6.5). The measured intensities were corrected for the effects
of temperature using a mean atomio weight of 61, and a Debye tdmperature
3l0oK. The measured and calculated intensities at 293°K are compared
in table (6.7).
Exoellent agreement exists between the measured and calculated
intensities if it is assumed that there is a small amount of random
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at 293°K and 77°K
disorder equivalent to S - 0.91, and the entire magnetio'moment is
oonfined to the Mn atoms.
TABLE 6.1
Caloulated intensities
hk1 ~.293 ...2.90 Measured
s ...0.97 intensities
111 228 203 200
200 281 255 254
220 563 563 (563)
311 111 152 154
222 126 112 111
400 144 144 127
The low temperature diffraotion pattern shows clearly the ohange to a
tetragonal struoture, but it is notioed that in addition there are
several extra weak lines. In view of the behaviour of Ni~ it might
be expeoted that these lines are magnetio in origin, but this is most
unlikely sinoe they do not ooour in satellite pairs, and there is no
apparent fo~ factor falloff with angle. The low temperature X-~
photograph was inspeoted again very oarefUllv and some additional very
faint lines were seen, but there was no exa.otcorrelation with the extra
neutron lines.
The low temperature neutron diffraotion intensities are oompared in
table (6.8). It is seen that the 3 sets of oaloulated intensities,
oorresponding to 3 different moment orientations, do not differ very
muoh, but the best agreement is obtained if it is assumed that the
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moments are aligned along arbitrary [111) axes.
TABLE 6.8
Calculated intensities (s .. 0.97)
hkl lloz11 Cl 4.1 Measured
[001} [010/100] [111] intensities
111 237 235 2;6 242
200/020 198 181 187 181'
002 73 87 83 83
220 201 196 197 t9l202/022 ;69 ;69 371 368)
It is difficult to explain the presence of the weak additional lines on
the low temperature diffraction pattern, particularly as the quantitative
agreement of the main lines is so good. Further X-~ and neutron
diffraction measurements over a wider temperature range would be of
value in detennining their origin.
6.3lii~In
Hames (1960) reported that Ni~In was ferromagnetic at room temperature
and probably had the L21 structure with lattice parameter aO ...6.07 A.
A 20 g ingot was made at the composition Ni2MDIn with a loss in
weight on melting of l.~. Arter being &nn4Sled for 24 h, part of the
sample was quenched, and the remainder was slow-cooled over 36 h.
X-~ photographs taken of the 2 samples were identical. The measured
and calculated results are compared in table (6.9).
The lattice parameters are in good agreement. Both sets of super-
lattice lines were clearly visible, with the odd superlattice lines in
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general a little stronger than the adjacent even superlattice lines,
as expected for the L21 structure.
TABLE 6.9
Density aO from aO
g/cm' density Measured
F2- (Q • 0) Calculated Structure
(111) (200) (220)
576 324 16900 L21
450 576 16900 F43m
484 484 16900 003
8·4 6.1 A 6.068 A
The magnetic isothemals are shown in figure (6.6), and the
corresponding magnetization curve in figure (6.15). The principal
magnetic features are summarized in table (6.10).
TABLE 6.10
0"00 (emu/g) ~OO (1A:s)
323 ± 4 85.5 ± 1 4.40 ± 0.05
Neutron diffraction patterns recorded at 293 and 11°K are shown in
figure (6.1). The measured intensities, oorrected for the effects of
temperature using a mean atomic weight 72 and a Deb,yetemperature 306oK,
are compared with the calculated intensities in table (6.11). The
calculated intensities for the F43m and D03 structures are not shown,
but are very different from the measured values. The caloulated
intensities are calculated on the assumptions that there is a small
amount of random disorder, corresponding to S = 0.95, and the magnetic
moments are confined to the Mn atoms. The agreement between the measured
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oand calculated intensities, particularly at 77 K supports these
assumptions.
TABLE 6.11
Calculated intensities Measured intensities
hk1 S ...0.95
!-LO,77= 4.27 "'0,293 = 2.16 77°K 2930K
111 160 101 162 125
200 411 383 407 408
220 460 441 (460) (441)
311 89 73 94 87
222 176 172 172 169
400 114 113 89 99
6.4 !i~Sn
Caste11iz (1953) reported that Ni~n had the L21 structure, homogeneous
along a narrow section Ni.-Mn Sn2 ,with 1 < x ~ 1.6 and latticez--x -x
parameter 5.986 leX at x = 1. But, due to the small difference between
the atomic scattering factors of Ni and Mn, the Ni and Mn sites could
not be detennined with any certainty, and Kripyakevich et a1 (1954)
reported that Ni~Sn had the D03 type structure.
Oxley (1964) reported that the alloy was ferromagnetic with a
saturation moment !-LO,O= 3.98 ~.
A 20 g ingot was made at the composition Ni~Sn with a loss in
weight on melting of O.~. After annealing at 800°C for 24 h samples
were quenched and slow-cooled respectively. X-ray photographs taken of
the two samples were identical. The measured and calculated results
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are compared in table (6.12).
TABLE 6.12
Density aO from aO ]'2(9_ 0) Calculated Stru.cture
g/cm3 density Measured (111) (200) (220)
625 ~61 17161 L21
8.9 6.0 A 6.052 A 493 625 17161 F43m
529 529 17161 003
The lattice parameters are in good agreement. Both sets of superlattice
lines were clearly visible and of the expected intensity, with the odd
super1a~tice lines in general slightly stronger than adjacent even
superlattice lines.
The magnetic isothermals are shown in figure (6.8), and the
corresponding magnetization curve in figure (6.15). The principal
magnetio features are summarized in table (6.13).
TABLE 6.13
344 ± 3 77.7 ± 1 4.05 ± 0.05
oThe neutron diffraotion pattern reoorded at 29~ K is shown in figure
(6.9). Deb,ye temperature correotions were made using a mean atomio
weight of 72, and an estimated Debye temperaj;ure 306°K. The measured and
oalculated values are oompared 1p table (6.14).
The 003 struoture is clearly inappropriate, but reasonable agreement
is achieved with the oaloulated intensities for the L2l structure
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if it is assumed tPat the entire magnetic moment resides on the Mn atoms.
TABLE 6.14
Calculated intensities Measured
Nuclear L21 (total) intensities
L~ D03 1-40.293• 2.53
167 0.3 199 226
328 0.2 344 353
573 573 583 (583)
141 0.2 149 162
151 0.1 153 153
140 140 141 142
hkl
111
200
220
311
222
400
6.5 ,!iii1BSb
Caste11iz (1951) investigated a series of alloys in the Ni-Mn-Sb system
and found a oontinuous transition from NiMnSb to Ni~Sb. The alloy at
the oomposition Ni~b had a lattioe parameter 6.001 kX, a Curie temp-
oerature 140 e, and a saturation moment &l - 3.5 ":e. Under certain
oonditions of heat treatment, some of the alloys had bends in their
a, T curves typical of a 2 pha.semagnetio struoture.
A 20 g ingot was made at the oomposition Ni~. After annealing
oat 800 e for 24 h, one sample was quenched and another was slow-oooled.
An X-r~ photograph taken of the quenohed sample was as expeoted for a
Heusler alloy at this oomposition. The results are shown in table
(6.15).
The X-ray photograph taken of the slow-oooled speoimen exhibited a
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few additional lines, and the main lines were slightly blurred, .
indicating the formation of an additional phase at some intermediate
temperature •
TABLE 6.15
Density
g/om3
ao from
densijzy'
ao
Measured
F2(Q • 0) Caloulated
(111) (200) (220)
Struoture
6.0 A 6.000 A
676
538
576
400 17424
676 17424
576 17424
The magnetic isothermals for the quenohed alloy are shown in figure
(6~10) and the spontaneous magnetization curve in figure (6.15). The
principal features are summarized in table (6.16).
TABLE 6.16
360 :I: 4 62.1 :I: 1 3.27 :I: 0.05
The shape of the sr, T ourve differs from that of most ferromagnets in
that the approach to the Curie point is only gradual. In addition, the
measured magnetic moment is signifioantly less than that of most other
Heusler alloys.
The neutron diffraction pattern reoorded at 293°K is shown in
figure (6.11), and the measured and calculated intensities are oompared
in table (6.17). Debye temperature corrections were made using a mean
.atomic weight 74, and a Debye temperature ;14°K. The agreement is
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sufficient to show that the alloy has basically the L21 structure, and
the results are consistent with the assumption that the moments are
confined to the Mn atoms.
TABLE 6.11
Calculated intensities Measured
Nuclear S - 0.90 intensities
L21 !-l0,293 = 1.55
142 116 128
348 265 238
503 506 (506)
120 92 95
160 121 123
130 130 113
hkl
III
200
220
311
222
400
Better agreement could be achieved if it is assumed that the presence
of a small amount of additional phase results in a departure from
stoichiometry. The additional phase, if ferromagnetic, could be the
cause of the unusual shape of the magnetization curve.
6.6 NiMnSb
Castelliz (1951) reported that the alloy at the composition NiMnSb had
the Clb structure with a lattice parameter 5.903 kX. The alloy was
ferromagnetic with a Curie temperature 450oe, and a saturation moment
A 20 g ingot was made at the oomposition NiMnSb with a loss in weight
on melting of 2%. The alloy was annealed at 8000e for 48 h end then
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quenched. An X-ray photograph was taken, and the results are shown in
table (6.18). 2The calculated F values for the 3 possible Clb structures
are shown for comparison.
TABLE 6.18
Density aO from aO
glcm; density Measured
-,.2 (Q ... 0) Calculated Structure
(Ill) (200) (220) Clb
1460 2304 10816 l·NiMn-Sb
1154 2916 10816 2·NiMnSb-
2604 4 10816 3·Ni-MnSb
7·5 5.92 A 5.929 A
The lattice parameters are in good agreement, and the superlattice lines
were of the intensity expected for structure (1), although structure (2)
could not be entirely ruled out. No additional lines were observed.
The magnetic isothermals are shown in figure (6.12) and the spontaneous
magnetization curve in figure (6.13). The principal magmetic features
are summarized in table (6.18).
TABLE 6.18
<Too (emu/g) 1-400(1J:e)
735 ± 5
oThe neutron diffraction pattern taken at 293 K is shown in figure
(6.14) and the measured and calculated intensities, corrected for the
effects of temperature using a mean atomic weight of 78 and an estimated
Debye temperature cf 294°K, are compared in table (6.19).
The excellent agreement confirms that the alloy has the Clb
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structure (1), with a small amount of random disorder, and the magnetio
moments are confined to the Mn atoms.
TABLE 6.19
Total intensities
Calculated j.!0122~= 3.78
hkl Clb Clb S - 0.985 Measured
1. NiMn-Sb 2. NiMnSb- 1. NiMn-Sb
III 386 130 374 379
200 102 391 99 99
220 161 161 161 (161)
311 286 70 277 274
222 36 169 35 35
400 38 38 38 37
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CHAPl'ER 7
Experimental results·- Co~ and CoMnX
7.1 Qo~
Alloys in the ter.nar,y ~stem Co-Mn-Alhave been investigated b,y ~or
(1945), but only in the AI rioh region with up to 5.~ Mn and 4.~ Co.
A 20 g ingot was mad. at the oomposition Oo~ with a loss in
weight on melting of 2.4%. The alloy was anneal.ed at 7200C for 24 h,
and then quenohed. An X-nq photograph was taken and the measured and
oaloulated resul. ts are oompared in table (7.1).
TABLE7.1
Density aO from aO ~(Q _ 0) Cal.oulated Struoture
glom3 density Measured (Ill) (200) (220)
144 256 8464 L21
6.90 5.77 A 5.756 A 340 144 8464 F43m
0 256 8464 B2
The lattice parameters are in reasonable 88'1'8ement, but the odd super-
lattice lines were absent, indioatiDa a B2 structure or a large amount
of preferential. Mn-Al disorder. In add! t!on there were a few extra
weak lines which were indexed as f.o.o. with a lattice parameter 3.628 A.
The alloy lost an unusually large amount of weight on melt1ng, and
this could have been mainly Al. If BO, this would be expected to leave
va.cancies in the L2l or B2 structure, or an excess of Co and MIl.
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Sohneider and Wunderlioh (1949) investigated the binary Co~ s,ystem
and have shown that at most oompositions the structure is f.o.o., and
at 57 At.%Mn the lattice parameter is ~.628 A.
As the intensities of the additional lines were only approximately
1% of the intemsity of the main lines, the proportion of additional
phase is also only approximately 1%. This is about the amount that
would be expeoted if the main loss in weight on mel tins was Al.
The magnetic isothermals for :thealloy are shown in figure (7.1),
and the resulting spontaneous magnetization curve in figure (7.17).
The prinoipal magnetio features are summarized in table (7.2).
00 Mn
697 ± 3 112.1 ± 1 4.01 ± 0.04 0.61 ± 0.1 2.50 ± 0.2
oThe neutron diffraotion pattern reoorded at 29~ K is shown in
figure (7.2). The (111) and (311) peaks, which for the ordered Heusler
alloy would be the most intense, are extremely weak.;;:indicating that the
alloy has the Heusler structure t but with a very large amount of prefer-
ential Mn-AI disorder. No additional peaks corresponding to the extra
lines on the X-r8¥ photograph were observed. This reinforces the
suggestion that they were due to a small amount of binary Co-Mn alloy,
since suoh an alloy would have an extremely small neutron scattering
factor, and 1% would not be discernable from the background.
The total magnetic moment at 293°X is 3. 72 ~, but it is not known
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what prOportion is due to the Co atoms, and what is due to the Mn atoms.
Furthermore, as Co and Mn have different magnetio form factors, the
size of the magnetic contribution to the (220) line is not known. It
is thus not possible to use the intensity of the (220) line directly
for normalization purposes. However, since the ratios of the nuclear
intensities of superlattice lines of the same group are not affected by
disorder, and knowing the total magnetic moment, it is possible to
derive approximate values for the magnetic contributions to the (200)
and (222) superlattice lines. Resubstitution, followed by a regression
analysis to obtain the best fit between measured and calculated
intensities, resulted in the intensities shown in table (7.3).
T.A:BLE 1.3
Calculated intensities Measured
hkl Nuclear ~(Co) = 0.61, ~(Mn) = 2.50 intensities
L~ S ...0.93
a(Mn-Al) ... 0.4
4.1 4.9
22.0 22.0
43.5 (43.5)
2.8 2.2
9.8 9.7
7.6 7.8
III 80.8 107·7
200 23.6 25.2
220 22.2 43.5
311 68.6 74.7
222 10·9 11.2
400 5.8 7.6
Temperature corrections were made using 50 as a mean atomic weight, and
a Debye temperature of 3830K.
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It is clear from the agreement between the measured and calculated
intensities that there is a small amount of random disorder, almost
complete Mn-Al disorder, and a substantial moment on the Co atoms.
7.2 QO~Si
No references were found to any ternar,yalloys in the Co-Mn-Si s,ystem.
A 20 g ingot was made at the composition Co~Sl with a loss in
oweight on melting of O.~. The alloy was annealed at 720 C for 24 h,
and then rapidly quenched. An X-~ photograph was taken, and the
measured and calculated results are compared in table (1.4).
TABLE 7.4
Density aO from aO
g/cm3 density Measured
F2(Q _ 0) Calculated structure
(111) (200) (220)
121 225 8649 L21
8649 -313 121 F43m
0 225 8649 B2
The lattice parameters are in excellent agreement, and visually the
superlattice lines were as expected for the L21 structure.
The magnetic isothennals are shown in figure (7.3) and the resulting
spontaneous magnetization curve in figure (1.11). The principal
magnetic features are summarize4-in table (1.5).
TABLE 1.5
Co Mn
985 :t5 141.0 :t1 5.01 :t0.04 0.14:t 0.01 3.52 ± 0.14
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The neutron diffraction pattern recorded at 293°K is ahown in
figure (7.4). In contrast to Co~ the alloy is olearly highly
ordered in the L2l struoture, and the odd superlattice lines mq be used
to determine the positions and magnitudes of the magnetio moments. Th.
measured and calculated intensities are compared in table (7.6). The
measured intensities were oorreoted for the effeots of temperature
using a Debye temperature 4290K, and a mean atomio weight of 50.
TABLE 7.6
Calculated intensities Measured
hkl Nuclear ~(Co) = 0.74, ~(Mn) - 3.52 intensities
L~ L~ S • 0.97~
111 94.2 143 135 136
200 16.9 21.5 20.2 18.9
220 28.0 62.5 62.5 (62.5)
311 80.0 90.8 85.4 85.0
222 7.8 8.0 7.5 8.7
400 7.3 9.9 9.9 10.4
Good agreement is achieved for all the lines. There is a small amount
of random disorder and a moment on both the Co and Mn atoms.
7.3 Qo~Ga.
Hames (1960) reported that an alloy at the oomposition Co~Ga was
ferro~etic and probably had the Heusler struoture, but was unable to
distinguish unambiguously between the 00, Mn, and Ga atoms. The same
structure was obtained on quenohing and furnace cooling, but with
79.
slightly different lattice parameters, 5.77 A, and 5.78 A respectively.
A 20 g ingot was made at the composition CoZMnGa with a loss in
weight on melting of 0.4%. The specimen was annealed at 8000e :tor 24 h
and quenched. Table (7.7) compares the'calculate~ and measured X-ray
data.
TABLE 7.7
Density aO from aO
glcm} density Measured
~(Q = 0) Calculated structure
(111) (200) (220)
36 4 12100 L21
20 ,6 12100 F43m
25 25 12100 003
8.44 5.16 A 5.110 A
The odd super1attice lines were very weak but distinct, but the even
super1attice lines could not be resolved, as expeoted for the L21
structure.
The magnetic isothermals are shown in figure (7.5) and the spomtaneous
magnetization curve in figure (7.17). The,,main features are B1l1II!Ilarized
in table (7.8).
TABLE 7.8
~,29' (~) ~0,293 (~)
Co Mn
694 ± 3 93.' ± 1 4.05 ± 0.04 0.49 ± 0.05 2.82 ± 0.1
A neutron diffraction pattern was recorded at 29,oK, and is shown
in figure (1.6). The measured intensities were correoted for the effects
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of temperature using an estimated Debye temperature o£ 316°x, and a
mean atomic weight of 61. The measured and caloulated intensities are
compared in table (7.9).
TABLE 7.9
Calculated intensities Measured
hkl. Nuclear ~(Co) = 0.49, ~(Mn) _ 2.82 intensities
L21 L21 S - 0.96
111 188 222 204 202
200 1.8 6.7 6.2 6.8
220 68.6 89.6 89.6 (89.6)
311 160 167 154 156
222 0.8 1.2 1.1 1.0
400 17.8 19.4 19.4 19·3
It is noted that, even when f.'ul.1yordered in the L~ structure, the
nuclear contributions to the even super1attioe lines are very small,
and henoe the magnetic contributions m8¥ be assessed very accurately.
It is clear from the results that apart from the lack of any tendency
for preferential Mn-Ge. disorder, this alloY has very similar properties
to Co~.
7.4 QO~Ge
The only ternary alloy .Ln the system Co-Mn-Ge to be reported was by'
Castel1iz (1953), who reported that CoMnGe crystallized in a hexasonal
B82 structure.
A 20 g ingot was made at the composition C02MDGe with a 108s in
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weight on melting of 0.7%. After annealing at BOOoC for 24 h, the
alloy was quenched. An X-ray photograph was taken, and the measured
and calculated results are compared in table (7.10).
TABLE 7.10
Density aO from aO F2(Q _ 0) Caloulated struoture
glcm3 density Measured (111) (200) (220)
49 9 12;21 L~
8.50 5.76 A 5.74; A 29 49 12;21 F4;m
;6 ;6 12;21 DO;
The lattice parameters are in good agreement, and the superlattioe line
intensities were as expected for the L~ struoture. The odd lines were
very weak but clearly v.isible, but only one extremely faint even super-
lattice line could be resolved.
The magnetic isothemals are shown in figure (7.7) and the spontaneous
magnetization curve in figure (7.17). The principal features are
summarized in table (7.11).
TA13LE7.11
~0,29' (~) ~0,29; (~)
Co Mn
905 ± 3 116.3 ± 1 5.11 ± 0.04 0.72 * 0.08 ;.48 ± 0.16
The neutron diffraction pattern reoorded at 293°K is shown in
figure (7.8). The measured intensities were corrected for the effects
of temperature using an estimated Debye temperature 3570, and a mean
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atomic weight of 61. The measured and calculated intensities are
compared in table (1.12).
TABLE 1.12
Calculated intensities Measured
hkl. Nuclear ~(Co) - 0.12, ~(Mn) - 3.48 intensities
L~ L~ S - 0.91
III 231 283 266 258
200 0.04 5.2 4.9 5.1
220 88.2 124- 124- (124)
311 195 201 195 202
222 0.02 0.3 0.3 0.5
400 22.9 25.1 25.7 25.8
In this alloy, the nuclear oomtributions to the (200) and (222)
peaks are virtually zero and henoe the magnetio oontributions may be
assessed very aoourately.
The magnetic moment distribution within the alloy is very similar
to that of coz-msi.
1.5 Qo~
An attempt was made to form an al107 at the oomposition Co~In, but
<
the In did not go into solution.
1.6 .Q.o~n
Castelliz (1953) reported that an alloy at the composition Co2*Sn had
the Heusler structure with a lattice pa:bameter 5.911 kX. The struoture
was verified by Krip'yakeviQh et a.l (1954), but with a slightly different
lattice parameter 5.991 kX. Oxley (1964) measured the magnetization
from 11°K to 2930K and derived a value of ~OO = 5.0 ~ per C0ZMnSn
group.
A 20 g ingot was made at the composition Co~Sn with a loss in
weight on melting of 0.7%. The alloy was annealed at 1200C for 48 h
and then quenched. An X-ray photograph was taken and the measured and
calculated results are compared in table (1.13).
TABLE 7.13
,
Density aO from aO F2(Q = 0) Calculated Structure
g/cm3 Density Measured (Ill) (200) (220)
625 441 16641 L21
8.68 6.06 A 625 16641 -6.000 A 533 F43m
586 586 16641 003
The lattice parameters are in good agreement, and the line intensities
were as expected for the L~ structure. Both sets of super1attice lines
were weak but clear, but with the odd lines rather more intense than
adjacent even linea.
The magnetic isother.malsare shown in figure (1.9) and the spontaneous
magnetization curve in figure (7.11). The principal features are summa-
rized in table (7.14).
TABLE 7.14
~0,293 (~) ~0,293 (~)
Co Mn
829 ± 4 97.4 ± 1 5.08 ± 0.05 0.72 ± 0.08 3.48 ± 0.16
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oThe neutron diffraction pattern recorded at 293 K is shown in
figure (7.10). The measured intensities were corrected for the effects
of temperature using a mean atomic weight of 73, and an estimated Debye
0 The measured and calculated intensitiestemperature of 349 K. are
compared in table (7.15).
TABLE 7.15
Calculated intensities Measured
hkl Nuclear ~(Co) = 0.72, ~(Mn) • 3.48 intensities
L21 L21 S ..0.985
111 173 236 229 227
200 6.1 12.3 12.0 12.3
220 56.3 99.0 99.0 (99.0)
311 139 153 149 151
222 2.8 3.2 3.1 3.7
400 14.5 18.2 18.2 19.4
Exellent agreement is again obtained for this alloy, and its magnetic
properties are very similar to those of Co~Si and Co2MhGe.
7.7 g.o~Sb •
No references could be found to any earlier investigations on an alloy
at this composition.
A 20 g ingot was made at the composition Co~b, with a loss in
weight on melting of o.~,but it was noticed on crushing that a small
amount, 0.76 g, of Co was undissolved. After annealing at 72000 for
24 h the alloy was quenched. An X-ray photograph was taken and the
· 85.
calculated and measured results are compared in table (7.16).
TABLE 7.16
Density aO from aO
g/cm3 density Measured
2F (Q = 0) Calculated Structure
(111) (200) (2?0)
674 484 16900 L21
580 674 16900 F43m
625 625 16900 003
7.84 6.29 A 5.929 A
The lattice parameters are not in very good agreement, but the difference
may be explainei if it is assumed that there are some vacancies on the
Co sites due to the undissolved cobalt. The intensities of the super-
lattice lines were as expected for the L21 structure, but in addition
several other weak lines were observed. They were indexed as f.c.o.
with a lattice parameter 3.552 A. Cobalt has an f.c.c. structure with
aO = 3.542 A, and Schneider and Wunderlich (1949) have shown that a
Co-Mn alloy with approximately ~Mn has a lattice parameter 3.552 A.
A comparison of the intensities of the extra lines with the main
L~ lines indicated that the alloy was really a mixture of approximately
5 At.% free Co and 95 At.% Co1•75MnSb.
The magnetio isothermals for the alloy are shown in figure (7.11).
Up to about 6000K the isother.malsare typical of a ferromagnet, but
above that temperature the presenoe of an additional ferromagnetic phase
with a very high Curie temperature becomes evident. The spontaneous
magnetization curves are shown in figure (7.12). The curve for C6~1nSb*
is the measured curve for the mixture. The lower curve is the projected
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curve for a 5 At.% admixture of Co, assuming a magnetic moment of
1.716 ~ per Co atom, and the curve for 95 At.% cOl•75MnSb is the
difference between the two. The principal magnetic features are
summarized in table (7.17).
TABLE 7.17
Alloy QF (OK) <TOO (emu/g) ~OO (~) ~,29' (~) 1-40,29' (~)
Co Mn
CO~Sb* 101.8 1
COl•75MnSb 600 ± 10 98.1 ± 2
Co (1388) (163.9)
4.90 ± 0.1 0.52 ± 0.1 3.50 ± 0.2
(1.716) (1.716)
The neutron diffraction pattern r~oorded at 29,oK is shown in
figure (7.13). The measured intensities were oorreoted for the effects
of temperature using a mean atomic weight of 1', and an estimated Debye
otemperature of 319 K. The diffraction pattern clearly shows the
additionaJ..lines due to the undissolved Co. The measured and calculated
intensities are compared in table (7.18).
Nuclear intensities are shown for the alloys Co~b and Co1.15MnSb,
and the measured and calculated total intensities for the latter alloy
are compared. The odd superlattioe line intensities are approximately
10% greater than oalculated, but this ma:y be explained if the proportion
of undissolved Co is slightly in excess of 5 At.~.
The distribution of magnetio moments in this alloy is ver,ysimilar
to that of Co~n, but the Curie temperature is very much lower. This
IIla\Y be due to the reduoed proportion of Co in this alloy.
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TAJ3LE7.18
Calculated intensities
hk1 Nuclear C01•7SMnSb Measured
C°tmSb COl.75MnSb j.A.(Co)..0.52 intensities
L21 L~ j.A.(MIl)..3.5
111 138 149 198 229
200 9.9 6.4 18.6 18
220 45.3 37.3 67.4 (67.4)
311 117 126 131 1~4
222 4.5 2.9 4.2 4.2
400 11.7 9.7 12.1 11
7.8 CoMnSb
Nowotny and G1atzl (1952) reported that an alloy at the oomposition
CoMnSb had a Cl type struoture with a lattioe parameter 5.88 kX, but
were unable to definitely distinguish between the MIland Co atoms. The
alloy at the stoichiometrio composition oontained 2 phases.
A 20 g ingot was made at the oomposition CoMIlSb with a loss in
weight on melting of 0.5%. The alloy was annealed at 7200C for 48 h,
and then quenohed. An X-rlzy photograph was taken, and the measured and
oaloulated results are oompared in table (7.19).
The 1attioe parameters are in good agreement, and the super1attioe
line intensities were consistent with the Clb structures (1) or (2).
Several weak additional lines indicated the presence of a small amount
of another phase.
88.
TABLE 1.19
Density 2aO from aO F (Q c 0) Calculated structure
g/cm3 density Measured (111) (200) (220) Clb
1405 2401 10609 l·CoMn-Sb
7.6 5.9 A 5.870 A 1201 2809 10609 2·CoMnSb-
2601 1 10609 3·Co~b
The magnetic isothermals for the alloy are shown in figure (7.14),
and the resulting spontaneous magnetization curve in figure (7.15).
The principal magnetic features are summarized in table (7.20).
TABLE 1.20
~0,29'(~) .~0,29'(~)
Co Mn
411 ± 4 95.8 ± 1 4.04 ± 0.05 0 ± 0.2 '.30 ± 0.2
The neutron diffraction pattern recorded at 293°X is shown in
figure (1.16). The additional small peaks due to the second phase are
shaded. The extra reflections could not be readily indexed ~ The
measured intensities of the main Clb lines were corrected for the
effects of temperature using an estimated Dabye temperature of 291°X,
and a mean atomic weight of 11. The measured and calculated intensities
are compared in table (1.21).
It is clear that structure (2) is incorrect. Good agreement ia
achieved for the Clb structure (1), if it is assumed that there.!. a
small amount of random disorder, equivalent to S ..0.98.
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TABLE 7.21
Calculated intensities
hk1 Nuclear G1b 1. S ..0.98 Measured
l'COMn-Sb 2·CoMnSb- ~(Co) _ 0 intensities
~(IIn) lIZ 3.30
111 146 35.7 187 188
200 0.5 125 23.3 20
220 17.8 17.8 .33.9 (3,.9)
311 123 ,0.2 128 128
222 0.2 57.4 ,.2 3
400 4.6 4.6 5·7 6
It is of interest to note that this is the only alloy of the aeries
containing cobalt that has no measurable moment on the oobalt atoms.
This ~ be due to the fact that the proportion of 00 atoms present is
less than that in the cobalt Heusler alloys, and is presumably the
reason for the relatively low Curie temperature.
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CHAPTER 8
Experimental results - Pd~ and PdMnX
8.1 fd~
No references were found to any earlier investigations of alloys in the /
Pd-Mn-Al system.
A 5 g ingot was made at the composition P~ with a loss in weight
on melting of 1.6%. oThe alloy was annealed at 800 C for 24 h , and then
one sample was quenched and the other was allowed to slow-oool over one
week. X-~ photographs taken of the 2 samples were indistinguishable,
and the results are oompared with the calculated results in table (8.1).·
TABLE 8.1
Density
glcm3
ao from
density
ao
Measured
F2(Q .0) Calculated
(Ill) (200) (220)
struoture
6.2 A 6.165 A
144
1530
2916
144
16900
16900
o 2916 16900
The lattice parameters are in good agreement, but none of the odd
superlattice lines were visible, suggesting either some degree of MIl-Al
disorder, or the B2 structure. In addition, one very faint line which
oould have been the (111) line of A1 was just visible.
Susceptibility measurements were made on both slow-cooled and
quenched samples, but the results were identical. They are shown in
91.
the form of a reciprocal susceptibility versus temperature curve in
figure (8.1). No minimum is observed, but a departure from Curie-Weiss
behaviour occurs at 240oK. The principal magnetic features are
summarized in table (8.2).
rpABLE 8.2
~OO (1-13)
(Neutrons)
240 ± 10 -215 ± 30 4.4 ± 0.2
The neutfon diffraction patterns obtained at 77°K and 293°K are
shown in figure (8.2). oThe small peak at approximately 26.3 is
relatively more intense than the corresponding X-ray line, and is
probably due to a small amount of undissolved aluminium. It is clear
from the absence of the odd superlattice lines at 2930K that complete
}1n-Al disorder exists, and the aJ_loy has the B2 structure. The
calculated and measured intensities are compared in table (8.3).
The measured intensities for the (311) and (222) lines are not
included as they are seriously overlapped by the (200) line from the
copper supporting rod. But, .the available information from the (111)
and (331) lines is sufficient to show that at 77°K the alloy has an
antiferromagnetic structure. If it is assumed that only the Mn atoms
have a magnetic moment, and that adjacent Mn atoms along the cube axes
are oppositely aligned, then agreement is obtained between measured and
calculated intensities for a magnetic moment ~O,77 = 4.18~. Extra-
polation to OaK, using a similar Brillouin curve to the ferromagnetic
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Pd Heusler alloys, indicates a magnetic moment at 0o K !-lOO- 4·4 1-13.
TABLE 8.3
Nuclear intensities Magnetic intensities
hkl Calculated Measured Calculated Measured
B2 (Mean) !-lO,77- 4.18
III 0 0 92 92
200 147 139 0 0
220 144 (144) 0 (0)
311 0 25
222 67 0
400 37 38 0 0
331 0 0 5 3
Unfortunately, it is not possible from these results to determine
the actual moment orientation as the magnetic symmetry is cubic and
there is no unique axis.
8.2 Pd~i
An alloy was made at the composition P~Si, but X-ray photographs
indicated a polyphase structure. A small amount of Heusler phase might
have been present, but owing to the large number of other lines it was
not possible to tell with any certainty.
The alloy was paramagnetic at room temperature, but weakly ferro-
magnetic at 11°K.
It is possible, but by no means certain that the ferromagnetic
properties could be due to a small amount, say 5%, of Heusler phase.
No references could be found to any previous investigations of alloys
in the ternary Pd-Mn-Ga system.
A 5 g ingot was made at the composition PdZMhGa with a loss in.
weight on melting of l.~. After annealing at 8000C for 24 h, one
sample was quenched and another was slow-cooled over 36 h. X-ray
photographs were taken of both samples, but they were indistinguishable.
The calculated and measured results are compared in table (8.4).
TABLE 8.4
2Density ~ from ~ F (0 = 0) Calculated Structure
g/cm3 density Measured (Ill) (200) (220)
36 1296 21904 L21
9.6 6.1 A 6.180 A ~O 36 nm F43m
0 1296 21904 B2
The lattice parameters are in reasonable agreement. The even super-
lattice lines were of moderate intensity but the odd lines were not
visible, suggesting either the B2 structure, or some preferential ~m-Ga
disorder.
Susceptibility measurements were made on both quenched and slow-
cooled samples with slightly different results. The results are shown
in the form of reciprocal susceptibility versus temperature curves in
figure (8.3). Both curves are typical of a paramagnetic, or antiferro-
magnetic, alloy together with a small amount of ferromagnetic impurity.
Both alloys exhibited a small field dependency below 205°K, and the
94·
l/x, T curves have a point of inflection at about 2050K and slightly
different gradients in the paramagnetic region. All the above results
are consistent with PdZMnGa having an antiferromagnetic structure with
o .Gp< :-108K, together with a small aID01.mtof ferro~etic, or possibly
ferrimagnetic, phase with a Curie temperature about 2050K. The slow- ,
cooled alloy has the larger amount of ferromagnetic phase. The principal
magnetic features are summarized in table (8.5).
TABLE 8.5
~0,77 (~) ~OO (~)
(Neutrons) (l/x, T)
The neutron diffraction patterns obtained at 77°K and 293°K are
shown in figure (8.4). The measured and calculated intensities were
corrected for the effects of temperature using an estimated Debye
temperature of 200oK, and a mean atomic weight of 85. The measured and
calculated intensities are compared in table (8.6).
The agreement between measured and calculated intensities is
reasonable. It is clear that there is only a slight tendency to order
in the L2I structure. Most of the alloy has the B2 structure with the
Mn and Ga atoms randomly ordered on the Mn/Ga sites.
The antiferromagnetic structure of the alloy is similar to that of
Pd~IDAl, with the magnetic moments on the Mn atoms.
There are 2 possible explanations for the ferromagnetic impurity.
It may be associated with the small L21 regions, or with a small amount
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of additional phase containing Mn and Ga.
TABLE 8.6
Nuclear intensities Magnetic intensities
hk1 Calculated Measured Calculated Measured
L~ o:(MIl-Ga) lIZ 0.34 (I1ean) ~O,77 = 3.7
111 215 38 45 72 73
200 10 10 13 0 0
220 251 251 (251) 0 0
311 182 32 25 20 22
222 33 33 38 0 0
400 65 65 65 0 0
The latter explanation is to be preferred since Tsuboya and Sugihara
(1963) have shown that an alloy in the Mn-Ge. system is ferrimagnetio
with a Curie temperature 470oK. It is not unlikely that a ferromagnetio
or ferrimagnetic binar,y alloy of MIl-Ga, with a Curie temperature of 205°K,
could exist at another composition, and the diffraction patterns do
show the existence of a small amount of additional phase. In addition,
a very diffuse peak is observed at 2Q N 90 at 11°K. This peak is
almost certainly due to another antiferromagnetic structure existing in
the small L21 regions, similar to that oocurring in the L21 regions of
Pd~In.
8•4 Id:f1!!Ge
No references were found to any earlier investigations of alloys in the
Pd-Mn-Ge system.
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A 5 g ingot was made at the composition PdZMDGe with a loss in
weight on melting of 1.2%. After annealing for 24 h at 800°C the alloy
was quenched. An X-ray photograph was taken and the measured and
calculated results are compared in table (8.7).
TABLE 8,7
Density aO from aO F2(Q = 0) Calculated S'eructure
g/cm3 density Measured (111) (200) (220)
49 1225 22201 L21
9.4 6.2 A 6.174 A 637 49 22201 F43m
49 49 22201 003
The lattice parameters are in excellent agreement, and the intensities
of the superlattice lines were as expeoted for the L2l struoture. The
even lines were of moderate intensity, but the odd lines were very weak.
Several additional very weak lines were also observed on the photograph
in addition to the L21 lines.
The magnetio isother.malsare shown in figure (8.5), and the resulting
spontaneous magnetization ourve in figure (8.15). The prinoipal magnetio
features are summarized in table (8.6).
TABLE 8.6
QF (OK) Qp (OK) ~OO (emu/g) ~OO (~) ~OO (~) ~OO (~)
(Neutrons) (l/l, T)
......,,'-----------------------------
170 * 2 180 *.3 52 * 2
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shown in figure (8.6). In addition to the L~ lines there are several
extra lines due to a small amount of a second phase. The line intensi-
ties were corrected for the effeots of temperature using an estimated
Debye temperature of 2250K and a mean atomio weight of 86. The measured
and calculated results are compared in table (8.7).
TABLE 8.7
Nuclear intensities Ma&netio intensities
hk1 Calculated Measured Caloulated Maasured
L21 ~O,77 II 2.8
111 265 274 46 80
200 51 42 21 24
220 291 (291) 12 (12)
311 224 231 11 5
222 23 17 3 2
400 75 58 1 0
The agreement between the measured and oaloulated nuolear intensities
is reasonable, but the measured intensities of the odd lines are
slightly greater than is theoretioally possible for an alloy at the
oomposition PdtMnGe. However, thisdifferenoe may be explained by a
small departure from stoiohiometr,y resulting from the presenoe of the
second phase. The poor agreement between the measured and oaloulated
magnetio intensities of the odd lines is probably due to the experimental
error involved in measuring the small differenoe between 2 relatively
large quantities. The results do however suggest that the magnetic
98.
moments are confined to the MO atoms.
8.5 !d~In
No references were found to any earlier investigations of alloys in the
Pd-Mn-In system.
A 20 g ingot was made at the composition Pd2MDIn, with a loss in
weight on melting of l.~. After annealing at 800°C for 48 h, one
sample was quenched and another was slow-cooled over 1 week. An x-~
photograph was taken and the measured and caloulated results are
compared in table (8.8).
TABLE 8.8
9.9 6.3 A 6.313 A
F2(Q • 0) Caloulated struoture
(111) (200) (220)
576 324 21556 L21
338 576 21556 F43m
0 324 27556 B2
Density aO from aO
g/cm3 density Measured
The lattice parameters of ~he 2 samples were identioal, but the odd
superlattice lines were absent from the photograph of the quenohed
alloy, and diffuse on the photograph of the slow-oooled alloy.
QQantitative measurements of the line intensities were made using a
Philips diffractometer with Cu(Ku) radiation. The measured and
calculated intensities are oompared in table (8.9).
It is olear that the slow-oooled alloy has the L21 struoture, with
some preferential Mn-In disorder. The quenched alloy has a similar
struoture, but with muoh more, possibly oomplete, MIl-In disorder.
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TABLE 8.9
Calculated intensities Measured intensities
hkl
L2l B2 Slow-cooled Quenohe'd
III 520 0 240 0
200 292 292 2~ 390
220 16000 16000 (16000) (16000)
Susceptibility measurements made on both quenched and slow-cooled
alloys gave different results. The results are illustrated in
figures (8.1a) and (8.1b) in the fpr.m of susoeptibility and reoiprocal
susceptibility versus temperature ourves. A maximum in the susoeptibi-
lity occurs for the slow-oooled alloy at 1420K, and the quenohed alloy
shows a slight departure from Curie-Weiss behaviour over the same
temperature range. The principal magnetic features are summarized in
table (8.10).
TABLE 8.10
Alloy 1-400 (~) 1-400 (~_)
(Neutrons) (l/X, T)
Slow-cooled 142 ± 3 50 ± 5 4.3 ± 0.2 4.1 ± 0.3
Quenched 71<ON < 293 -50 ± 8
The neu~ron diffraction patterns obtained at 11°K and 293°X for the
2 alloys are shown in figures (a.a) and (s.s), 'Illeroom temperature
diffraction patterns clearly show the different degrees of MD-In order.
The measured intensities were oorreoted for the effects of temperature
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using a mean atomio weight of 97, and an estimated Debye temperature of
o125 K. The measured and oaloulated nuolear intensities are oompared in
table (8.11).
TABLE 8.11
Nuolear intensities
hkl Caloulated Measured
L21 s - 0.97 Slow-oooled ~nohed
a(Mn-In) • 0.06,a(Mn-In) • 0.29
III 102 64 15
200 154 124 124
220 165 165 165
311 91 57 13
222 75 60 60
400 42 42 42
63 15
124 124
(165) (165)
62 13
42· 40
Exoellent agreement is obtained between the measured and oaloulated
intensities. It is olear that as antioipated by the X-ray results, the
differenoe between the 2 samples is the extent of Mn-In disorder.
The neutron diffraotion patterns at 77°K illustrate the 2 types of
antiferromagnetio order that exist.
The additional antiferromagnetic peaks that appear on the diffraotion
pattern of the siow-oooled alloy at 77°K may be indexed as (Ill), (311),
(331), etc. reflections of a magnetic unit oe11 with lattioe parameter
twice that of the chemical (L2l) unit oe11, indioating that suooessive
Mn atoms along the cube axes are oppositely aligned. The magnetio
101.
structure model illustrated in figure (8.10) gives satisfaotor,y
agreement with the experimental data. The struotUre is similar to that
determined by Shull et al (1951) for MhO. The magnetio lattioe oonsists
of parallel (Ill) planes within whioh all the Mh atoms are ooupled
ferromagnetically. Neighbouring (111) planes are coupled antif'erro-
maoonetically.
An alternative model was postulated by Li (1955) for MnO, and a
similar structure could apply to this alloy. The Li model gives
similarly positioned antiferromagnetio lines, but with intensities
independent of the direction of'moment orientation. The intensities
would be e~uiva.lent to those of the Shull model with moments aligned
along (lOO) direotions.
Since the postulated magnetic symmetry is rhombohedral, the orient-
ation of the spin direotion to the unique [Ill] axis may be determined
from the formula derived by Shirane (1959) .
<oos~> _ ~(n - r) sin2g + (n + 2r) OOS22Q~ a;2d2
where, is the angle between the magnetio and scattering veotors,
n = h2+ k2+ 12, r = hk + kl + lh, a* is the primitive translation of the
reciprocal lattioe, and Q is the angle betweea the spin direotionand
the unique axis.
The values of sin Q obtained from several refleotions using the
above formula are shown in table (8.12) together with the measured and
calculated intensities.
It is seen that the moments are aligned at right angles to the
unique [ll~ axis, i.e. in the (Ill) plane. It is not possible f'rom
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these measurements to determine the orientations within the (Ill)
planes, but the most symmetrical arrangement is along (110) direotioJUI
in the (111} plane.
TABLE 8.12
Magnetio intensities
hkl sin Q Caloulated Measured
(a = 2ao) lo'O,77• ~.14
111 (119) 119
~ll 1.00 ± 0.01 ~7 ~7
331 0.99 :t 0.01 24 25
511,333 0.99 ± 0.01 23 2~
As the moments are not aligned along (lOO) direotions, the Li model
is not a possible alternative •
. The magnetic neutron diffraction measurements indicate that the
average momentper MIlsite at 77°K is 3.14 f.4:B, but the nuo1ear scattering
data shows that only 8~ o£ the MDatoms are on Mn sites. It it is
assumed that only'the ohemical1y ordered Mn atoms are magnetically
ordered, then the magnetic momentper oontributing Mn atom is 3.8 "':s.
oThe momentper MIlatom at 0 K III8\Y' be oaloulated it the relationship
between the degree of magnetio order and temperature is known. It it is
assumed that the PdZMhInfollows a similar ordering ourve below its
Nee1 temperature to Pd~Sn. and Pd.~ below their respective Ourie
temperatures, then the extrapolated magnetio moment is lo'OO• 4.' f.4:B per
Mn atom.
The neutron diffraction pattern of quenched Pd~In at 77°K shows
diffuse peaks which can be indexed as (111) and (,11) on the enlarged
antiferromagnetic unit cell, but in addition there are in.reasea in
intensity at the positions of the (111) and (,11) nuolear peaks. Theae
increases may be explained, as in Pd~, in tarms of an antiferro-
magnetic unit cell equal in size to the Heus1er ohemioal unit oe11. It
has been shown that the Mn and In atoms are randomly ordered on the ::B
and D sites over substantial regions of the quenohed alloy. In the..
regions the chemical order is the B2, CsC1 type, with one sublattice
occupied exclusively by the Pd atoms and the other by Mn and In atoms
randomly. If the Mn atoms on adjacent Mn/In sites are antiferromagneti-
cally aligned as in Pd~, then additional magnetic peaks would be
expected to,occur at the (111), (311), etc. positions of the nuclear
peaks of the ordered Heusler alloy. In table (8.13) the calculated
intensities for the proposed struoture, assuming an average moment per
Mn site at 77°K of 2.0 ~, are compared with the measured values.
TABLE8.13
hkl Magnetic intensities
(a = ao) Calculated Measured
lAOz77 ... 2.0
111 (23) 23
311 7 7
If it is assumed that only the regions of B2 type chemioal order
contribute to this type of antiferromagnetism, then the actual moment
104.
per oontributing MIlatom at TloK is 3.1 ~.
No oonolusions oan be reaohed oonoerning the moment orientation in
the B2 regions as the magnetio symmetry is oubio, and henoe there is no
unique axis.
8.6 E.d~Sn
No referenoes were found to any earlier investigations of alloys in the
Pd-MIl-Sn system.
A 20 g ingot was made at the oomposition ~n with a loss in
weight on melting of 1.27'. After annealing for 48 h at 800°C, one
sample was quenohed and another was slow-oooled over 36 h, but no
differenoes were observed. The results from the X-raf photographs that
were taken are oompared with the oaloul.ated resul.ta in table (8.14).
TABLE 8.14
Density aO from aO -,2(Q • 0) Caloulated
glom' Struoturedensity Measured (111) (200) (220)
625 289 21889 L~
9.7 6.4 A 6.380 A 457 625 27889 143m
121 121 27889 D03
The lattioe parameters are in exoellent agreement, and the superlattioe
lines were visually of the intensit,y expeoted for the L2l struoture.
The aotual intensities of the first ~ lines, measured using a
diffraotometer, are oompared.in table (8.15).
The magnetio isothemala are shown in figure (8.11), and the
resulting spontaneous magnetiBation ourve in·figure (8.15) •. The
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principal magnetic features are summarized in table (8.16).
TABLE 8.15
X-ray intensities Cu(Ka)
hkl Calculated Measured
L21
III 571 660
200 259 310
220 16230 (16230)
TABLE 8.16
(Neutrons) (l/X, T)
189 ±; 201 ±; 61.0 t 1
TABLE 8.17
Nuolear intensities Magnetic intensities
hkl Calculated Measured S - 0.97 Measured
L21 S = 0.97 ~,77 • 4.0
III 185 114 114 88 93
200 96 90 92 43 ;8
220 231 2;1 (231) 21.6 (21.6)
,11 156 1~1 148 25 21
222 44 42 1 ~
400 59 59 55 2 0
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The neutron diffraction patterns obtaine' at 77°X and 2930X are
shown in figure (8.11). The intensities were correoted for the erreots
of temperature using, a Deb,ye temperature or 225°X and an estimated mean
atomic weight of 97. The measured and oaloulated intensities are
compared in table (8.17).
The agreement between measured and oaloulated intensities is £Ood
if it is assumed that there is a small amount of random disorder,
equivalent to S == 0.97, and that the entire moment resides on the MD
atoms.
8.7 Pd~Sb
Hames (1960) reported a new ordered "Rev e...... alloy at the oomposition
Pd~Sb which was very weakly maanetio at room temperature, but due to
the weakness of the super1attioe lines was unable to determine defini-
tely the detail of the ordered struoture.
A 20 g ingot was made at the oomposition ~b with a loss in
weight on melting of 1.~. The alloy was annealed at 80000 for 48 h,
and then one sample was quenahed and another was slow-oooled over 36 h,
but no differences were observed. The results from the X-ray photo-
graphs are compared with the oaloulated results in table (8.18).
The lattice parameters &re('in £Ood agreement and the auper1attioe
lines were visually of the intensity expeoted for the L21 struoture.
The aotual intensities of the first 3 lines, measured using a diffraot-
ometer, are compared in table (8.19).
The magnetic isothermals are shown in figure (8,13) and the reaultina
spontaneous magnetization ourve in figure (8.15). The prinoipal
107.
magnetic features are summarized in table (8.20).
TABLE 8.18
Density aO from aO F2(Q!a 0) Oaloulated Struoture
g/cm3 density Measured (111) (200) (220)
676 256 28224 L~
9.2 6.5 A 6.424 A 466 676 28224 F43m
144 144 28224 :oo~
TABLE 8.19
X-ray intensities eu(xa)
hkl Calculated Measured
L21
111 610 650
200 228 210
220 16480 (16480)
TABLE 8.20
(Neutrons) (l/X, T)
247 ± 3 259 ± 3 63.0± 1 4.40 ± 0.01 4.40 ± 0.1 4.1 ± 0.3
o 0The neutron diffraction patterns obtained at 77 K and 293 K are
shown in figure (8.14). The intensities were oorreoted for the erreot.
of temperature using an estimated Debye tempera~ of 2250X and & mean
atomic weight of'97. The measured and oaloulated resulta are oompared
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in table (8.21).
TABLE 8.21
Nuclear intensities Magnetio intensiti ••
hkl Calculated Measured L~ Measured
L21 a (Pd-Sb) = 0.4 ~O,77• 4.2
III 162 16~ 16~ 105 108
200 ll~ 102 101 52 51
220 211 211 (211) ~l (~l)
~ll 1~6 1~7 1~7 ~l 29
222 52 47 8
400 54 54 44 , 7
Good agreement is obtained between measured and caloulated nuolear
intensities if it is assumed that some preferential Pd-sb disorder
exists. However, it should be noted that slight departures from
stoichiometry can give the same result. The magnetio !ntensitie. .how
good agreement if it is assumed that the entire moment resides on the
Mn atoms.
8.8 PdMnSb
Hames (1960) reported that an alloy at the oomposition PdMnSb had the
Clb structure and was ferromagnetio at room temperature.
A 20 g ingot was made at the oomposition PdMnSb with a 108S in
weight on melting of l.~. After annealing at 65000 for 48 b, one aample
was quenched and the other was slow-oooled over 36 h, but no diltereno••
were observed. The results from the X-ra;r photographs are oompared
109.
with the calculated results in table (8.22).
TABLE 8.22
Density aO from aO .F2_(Q= 0) Caloulated Structure
g/cm3 density Measured (Ill) (200» (220) Clb
2792 900 14884- l.PdMn-Sb
7.9 6.2 A 6.233 A 650 5184 14884 2·PdMnSb_
3042 400 14884 3'Pd-MnSb
The lattice parameters are in good agreement. The odd superlattioe
lines were of moderate intensity but the even lines were very muoh
weaker, indicating the Clb struoture (1) or (3). In addition, several
weak lines, which could not be satisfaotorily indexed, were also
observed.
The magnetic isothermals for the alloy are shown in figure (8.16)
and the resulting spontaneous magnetization curve in figure (8.17).
The principal magnetic features are summarized in table (8.23).
TABLE 8.23
523 ± 4 80.0 ± 1 4.06 ± 0.05
As the alloy had a relatively high CUrie temperature, a neutron
diffraction pattern was only obtained at 293°K. The diffraction pattern
is shown in figure (8.18). As with the X-ray photograph several
additional weak reflections are present. The measured intensities were
corrected for the effects of temperature using a mean atomio weigbt of
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o94, and an estimated Debye temperature of'150 K. The measured and
calculated intensities are compared in table (8.24).
T~ 8.24
Calculated intensities
hkl Nuclear alb loS = 0.93
l·PdMn-Sb 3·Pd-MnSb ~0,293 -= 3·44
III 217 224 244
200 17.8 10.2 43
220 64 64 8~
311 184 189 174
222 8.2 4.7 11
400 16.5 16.5 18
Measured
intensities
245
43
(82)
174
11
18
As with the X-ray results, the calculated nuclear intensities for
the structures (1) and (3) do not differ much, but structure (1) is the
most probable because of its similarity to the L2l structure. The
measured and calculated magnetic intensities, assuming that the entire
moment is confined to the Mn atoms, and that there is some random
disorder, are in excellent agreement.
It is of'interest to note that, in contrast to the alloys containing
oobalt, this alloy has'a much higher Curie temperature than the f'erro-
magnetio Heusler alloys oontaining palladium.
ill.
CHAP.rER 9
Summary and oonclusions
9.1 Introduction
Any discussion of the intrinsic magnetic properties of an intermetalll0
compound must consider two principal features, tlrstly, the eleotronio
configuration and spin distribution responsible for the observed
magnetic moment, and secondly the coupling meohanisms responsible for
the cooperative behaviour of the moments.
In chapter 2 a survey was given of the prinoipal theories of
magnetic ordering. It is known that the ooupling mechanisms oriBinate
in the quantum mechanical part of the electron Coulomb energy known as
the exchange energy, and direct, indirect, ana.superexchange meohanisms
are well established. However, there are deep differences in opinion
about the electronic states of the eleotrons contributing to the
observed magnetic moment. In insulating compounds the situation is
relatively simple. The energy levels of the inoomplete ~d or 4f
shells, although modified by the electrostatio fields of neighbouring
ions, are nevertheless fairly disorete and are occupied b.Y an integral
number of eleotrons in accordanoe with Hundls rule. The nett moment
of eaoh ion is coupled to ne~ghbouring ions via a direct or super-
exchange interaction. In metals, however, the situation is oomplicated
by the presence of conduction eleotrons, and a wide spectrum of
viewpoints is held.
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At one extreme one can consider the magnetic moments as localized
in a manner essentially similar to that in insulators, and regard the
effects of the conduction electrons as a minor perturbation. Non-
integral magnetic moments are explained as the average of 2 or more
integral moments distributed randomly through the metal. This approach
has the attraction of simplicity, but is too restriotive for all but
limited application.
At the other extreme is the colleotive eleotron theolzy'. In this
approximation it is assumed that the 3d and 48 electrons are suffioiently
perturbed to pennit itinerant behaviour, and a continuum of energy
levels exists. Since the 3d and 4s bands are occupied to the same
maximum Fermi energy level, the nl~ber of eleotrons in each band will
be in general non-integral. Furthermore, if the exchange coupling
favours parallel alignment, say, of the magnetic moments of the 3d
electrons, the energies of those aligned parallel to the given direction
will be lowered, and those aligned antiparallel will be raised with
respect to the Fermi level. Consequently the numbers of spinS in the
two directions will not be equal, and there will be a nett spontaneous
magnetization corresponding in general to a non-integral number of Bohr
Inagnetons per atom. This theory has been applied extensively to the
ferromagnetic transition metals but again further applications are
limited. In transition metal alloys for example the theory treats all
the 3d electrons collectively and makes virtually no distinction
between the constituent elements.
The limitations of these extreme models become increasingly evident
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when they are employed to explain the intrinsic magnetic properties of
intermetallic compounds. When the intermetallic compound contains a
rare-earth metal, the 4f electrons are well screened and may be considered
to be effectively localized. The atomic moment is generally the same
irrespective of the local environment, and the coupling between the
moments of different a.tomsis via an interaction involving the conduction
electrons, possibly of the RKKY type. In contrast when the intermetal1ic
compound contains a transition group element auch as iron or mansanese
the situation is less definite. The ,d electrons are not so well
screened, and the observed atomic moment varies appreciably with enviro-
nment, not only from one compound to another, but also be-tween crystall-
ographically different sites ·within the same compound. For example,
Nathans et al (1958) were able to show from polarized neutron diffraction
measurements that the 2 crystallographically different iron sites in
Fe~ have different average moments. The A iron sites with 4 Fe and
4 Al atoms as nearest neighbours have an average moment of 1.46 :t 0.1 (3,
but the D sites which have 8 Fe atoms as nearest neighbours have an
average moment 2.14 * O.l~. The Al sites have no detectable moment.
It is clear that the effect of the Al atoms is to reduce the moment on
adjacent Fe sites, but not on the more distant Fe sites that are
completely surrounded by iron atoms and possess a moment very close to
the 2.2 ~ observed in metallic iron.
It is evident from the above discussion that neither of the extrema
viewpoints is entirely appropriate to the particular case of transition
group intemetallic compounds. A more viable theory is to be found
.-" ..,-_._'- "'~
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intermediate between the two extremes. It would require partial
localization of the 3d electrons, but would permit a degree of itiner-
ncy to enable them to participate to a limited extent in exchange
interactions involving different atoms. The magnitudes of the atomic
moments would be in general non-inotegral and would be dependent upon
the environment of neighbouring atoms. Coupling between adjacent atoms
could involve direct interactions between the 3d electrons, but longer
range interactions between more distant quasi-localized 3d eleotrons
would involve the conduction electrons possibly via some RKKY type
interaction. In addition, in favourable circumstances, Borneform of
superexchange might occur via an intervening atom.
9.2 The molecular field theo;y
Although intermetallic compounds are different from ionic compounds in
that they cannot be fully described in terms of a strictly localized
model, it is still possible to discuss their intrinsic magnetic
properties in terms of the molecular field theory, provided that
necessary allowance is made for deviations such aB non-integral atomic
moments.
In the original molecular field theory, Weiss (1907) represented
the interaction of a magnetic atom with the remainder of a ferromagnetic
crystal by an effective field H proportional to the average nett momente
of the crystal, as described in equation (2.10).
He = H + cl
(2.10)(9.1)
The relationship between the exchange integral J and the Curiee
temperature ~ was developed in section (2.5) by summing over z nearest
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neighbours and resulted in the energy expression of equation (2.27)
31<0 = 2zJ S(S + 1)e
where Q = QF'
The molecular field theory was extended, principally by N8e1, to
the antiferromagnetic case when J is negative. It was assumed thate
the antiferromagnetic lattice could be divided into 2 antiparalle1
ferromagnetic sublattices A and B such that A atoms only had B atoms as
nearest neighbours and vice-versa. The result of a summation over
nearest neighbours only, is an expression identical to equation (9.2)
but with Q = -QN'
9. 3 ~ generalized molecular field theory
The molecular field theory as developed by Weiss and N6el is limited as
it considers only nearest neighbour interactions, and predicts that
Q/QN = -1. Experimental values differ very widely from this ratio, and
furthermore some antiferromagnetic lattices, notably the f.c.c. lattices,
cannot be divided into a simple 2 sublattice arrangement as required by
the N~el treatment.
A generalized molecular field theory that overcomes these objections
and includes second and more distant neighbour interactions has been
developed, and is described in detail by Smart (1966). In summary t the
magnetic lattice is.divided into as many sublattices as is necessary to
ensure that an atom has no interaction with another atom on the same
sublattice, then the molecular field exerted on an atom on the ith
sUblattice is obtained by summation of contributions from all the other
sublatticeB'~ Finally, the generalized energy expression (9.3) is
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obtained in place of equation (9.2)
N
3kQ - 2S(S + 1) r ziJi
i.l
where zi is the numbel!of i th neighbours of a particular a.tomover
thwhich Ji, the eschange interaction between i . neighbours, operates.
N is the numberof sets of neighbours for whioh J i .;.O.
The paramagnetio curie temperature thus represents merely the
algebraio sumof all the exchan&'einteraotions acting on a. given atom.
Whena state of ma.gnetioorder exists, below a transition temperature
Qc == Q
N
or QF' then the situation is different. Essentially kQO is a
measure of the energ:f required to bring a material from a state of
perfect order to one in which all long range o'rder is destr<>y'e4. It is
madeup of a series of contributions whiChcan be either positive or
negative, and ll18\Y' be represented by equation (9.4).
N
3kQo == 25(5 + 1) L 'Y'iziJi (9.4)
i=l
th
where "(1 = *1. The contribution "(iJi of an i neishbour is posit!T8 it
the exohange interaction is such as to support the ex1st1nc moment
th
orientation, and negative if vioe-versa. Henoe"(i ~ + 1 when i
neighbours are aligned parallel, and - 1 when they a:re alisned
antiparallel.
9.4 Application of the S!neralized moleoular field theo;r to allgra
with the L21 and B2 struotures with one magnetio atom
In order to perform the summations in equations (9.3)and (9.4) it 18
necessary to consider firstly where the magnetio momentsmaJ be said to
be looalized, and secondly howmany sets of exchange interaotiona aot
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upon a particular moment.
The neutron diffraction results indicate that in most ot the allo,rs
investigated the momentis looalized on one site, that of the ~ atom,
except when the alloy oontains oobalt whanpart afthe momenti.
usually on the Co site. In view of this, the seneralized theory will
be developed for L; and B2 alloys ini tial!.y on the assumption that
only one type of magnetio atom, the MIl atOll, is present. The effect of
an additional momentwill be oonsidered later. Furthe~ore, it will be
assumed that for a particular alloy at the oomposition X2MDY the moment
emi bi ted by each Mn atom will be the same, whether the alloy is ordered
in the B2 or L21-struotures. The experimentalresul ts are in aooord
with this, and it is also reasonable theoretically since the immediate
environment of eaoh MD atom is unchang'ed at the body centre of a oube
of 8 nearest neighbour X atoms. In addition, it will be assumed that
the same exchange interaction exists between equally spaced Mn ions in
both B2 and L2l alloys, provided that the intervening atoms, ·if any,
are the same.
It is reasonable to oonsider that up t04 exohange interactions
mayact upon a:ny one MIl atom. The 4types ot interaotion are illustrated
in figure (9.1). Table (9.1) gives the numberof neighbours zi over
which the exchange interaotion Ji operates in the L21 and B2 structures.
TABLE9.1
3 6 4
6
3/2
o 12 o
Fig.9·la
Fig. 9·1b
-
8 2 structure Xl IMn Y)
- -,
L2, structure X~ MnY
• o ()
X Mn y Mn or Y
The exchanga intaractions J1 J2 hand JJ,. for the
Bl and L21• structures.
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If P = 3/2S(S + 1) then for 4 exchange interactions equation (9.3)
becomes
Substituting for zi for the B2 and L21 structures results in the
equatioBB
kpO ==
for the B2 structure, and
kpO == +
for the L21 structure.
The equations that may be derived from equation (9.4) depend upon
the type of magnetic order that exists below the critical temperature.
In ferromagnetic materials, 'Y"i = + 1, 0 = OF' and equations identicaJ.
(9.6) and (9.7) are obtained. Thus, it is not possible from molecular
field theory to determine the values of the individual exchange
interactions that act on an atom in ferromagnetic materials, but oruy
their algebraic sum, and the limiting values expressed by the inequalities
A(1.3) and A(1.5).
It should be noted that no distinction is made here between 0 and
OF since no allowance has been made for short range order effects. In
the calculations, 0 is used wherever possible in preference to OF.
Antiferromagnetic structures exhibited by s.c., b.c.c., and f.c.c.
nlagnetic lattices have been described by ter Haar and Lines (1962), and
Smart (1966). Simple cubic and f.c.e. magnetic lattices may eaCh
exhibit 3 types of antiferromagnetic order, types 1, 2, and 3 respeotively.
All the antiferromagnetic B2 alloys investigated exhibit s.o. type 1
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ordering, with nearest neighbours arranged antiferromagnetically. The
antiferromagnetic L21 alloys exhibit f.c.c. type 2 ordering, with adjacent
ferromagnetic (111) planes aligned antiparallel as in figure (8.10).
Substituting for zi' and Yi = + 1 or - 1 respectively for parallel or
antiparallel moment orientation, in the energy equation (9.4) results
in the equations
(9.8)
for B2 s s c , type 1 antiferromagnetism, and
=
for L21 f.c.c. type 2 antiferromagnetism.
It is noted that the nett contribution of the exchange interaction
J
2
to equation (9.9) is zero since half the moments involved are aligned
parallel, and the other half antiparallel.
In the antiferromagnetic L2l alloys, J2 and J4 may be obtained
explicitly from the simultaneous equations (9.7) and (9.9) by substituting
Q and QN2. In the' antiferromagnetic B2 alloys, expressions may be
obtained for (Jl+ 1J3) and (J2+ l4) by substituting Q and QNl in3 4
equations (9.6) and (9.8), but if it is assumed that J3 = 0 then Jl may
be obtained explicitly. If the alloy can be ordered in both B2 and L21
structures then in principle a comparison can be made of the values
obtained for J2 and J4 in the two cases.
9.5 Application to the alloys Pd~
All the Pdt'InX alloys containing group 111 B elements A1, Ga or In are
antiferromagnetic and may be obtained with the B2 structure. With
appropriate heat treatment further ordering into the L2l structure is
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possible in some cases. 1~e alloys containing group IV B elements Ge
and Sn or the group V B element Sb are ferromagnetic and are doubly
ordered in the L2l structure.
A sun~ary of the stluctural and magnetic features is given in
table (9.2), and the calculated exchange integrals are tabulated in
table (9.3).
TABLE 9.2
Alloy
B2
B2
6.165 -215 ± 30
6.180 <-108
I I
6.313 -50:1;5
I I 50 ± 5
240 ± 10 4.4 * 0.2
210 ± 50 4.2 ± 0.3
180 ± 90 II
150 :I; 40 4.;:1;0.2
,,
6.114 180 ±; 110 ± 2
6.;80 201 ±; 189 ± ;
6.424 259 ±; 241 ± 3
3.2 ± 0.2
4.23± 0.1
4.40± 0.1
TABLE 9.3
Alloy
-16 ± 1
Pdi'IDGa• <-53 ± 10
Pdi1nln
Pdi1nGe
Pdi1nSn
Pd~Sb
-37 :t 5
<30 ± 15
16 :t 1
30> :!.2>10
p
34>~>11
P
44>~>15
p
-30 :t 15
-24 ± 1
10 >J4>-;0
12 >J4>-34
14>J4>-44
2 * 3
< 15 ± 15
4 ± 2
15 ± 1
11 :t 1
22 :t 2
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It is noted tha.t in all the alloys J2 is almost certainly positive,
and (Jl+ 1J3
)and J
4
are negative for the alloys containing group 111 B
3elements. The most complete data is available for PdZMhln. If it is
assumed thatbJ
3
is small relative to J1, then J1 is negative, J2 is
positive, and J
4
is negative. In addition IJ4' > IJ21. Hence, if only
one exchange meclmnism is present it must be oscillator; and must not
falloff too rapidly with distance. A mechanism such as the RKKY
interaction m~ be appropriate. Alternatively several different
mechanisms, possibly including a form of superexchange, m~ be operating.
It is clear however that allays that contain elements from the same
sub group, that might be expected to have similar electronic confi~~rations,
do have similar chemical and magnetic structures.
9.6 Application to the alloys Ni~blX
In the alloys Ni~ the magnetic moments are principally confined to
the Mn sites, and consequently it might be expected that the alloys will
have magnetic properties that are similar to those of the corresponding
alloys in the series Pd~. The observed structural and magnetic
features are summarized in table (9.4) and the calculated exchange
integrals are shown in table (9.5).
All the L21 alloys are ferromagnetic but the one alloy with a B2
structure has a complicated antiferromagnetic cone spiral spin structure.
The replacement of Pd by Ni results in a reduced cell size and an
increase in magnitude of the ferromagnetic exchange forces. The anti-
ferromagnetic exchange forces in the 121 alloys containing group III B
elements may still be present, but are not so dominant. In Ni~ J1
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is still neg'd.tive but not sufficiently so as to dominate and produce a
simple type 1 antiferromagnetic structure.
TABLE9.4
Alloy
Nit-mAl B2
Ni~Ga L21
Ni2HnIn L21
Ni{"mSn L21
Hi2IvInSb L21
TABLE9·5
Alloy J/p
5.821 200 ± 50 300 ± 10 4·4 ± 0.3
5.825 379 ± 3 4·17 ± 0.2
6.068 323 ± 4 4·40 ± 0.05
6.052 344 ± 3 4.05 ± 0.05
6.000 360 ± 4 3.27 ± 0.05
Nii'inAl Antiferromagnetic cone spiral
lU~inGa 64>Jr;?>2l 21>~-64 32 ± 1
P P
IU~'1nIn 54 >r;?18 18>r.(-54 27 :i: 1
P P 29 ± 1
1fitfuSn 58>r2>l9 19>~-58
60>£2>20
p
30.± 1Ni2NnSb 20>~-60p P
Smart (1966) has shown that when the ratios of the
exchange integrals
fall between certain limits then a non-collinear structure will have a
r
lower energy than either a ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic arrangement.
'I'h.l s is evidently the case with Ni~1nA1. The extrapolated paramagnetic
and ferromagnetic Curie temperatures would be about 200
0
Kwherea.s the
spiral transition temperature is ;OOoK. The N~el temperature for type 1
order would presumably be between the two.
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If Ni~ could be ordered into the L2l structure it would probably
be ferromagnetic. Conversely, if the alloys Ni~Ga and Ni~In could
be preferentially disordered into the B2 structure then some form of
amtiferromagnetic structure, or at least a reduction in Curie temperature
would be expected.
9.7 Application to the alloys Co~
It is unprofitable to analyse the magnetic structures of the alloys
containiUg Co in terms of the simple molecular field theory since too
inany possible exchange forces must be considered. However, several
distinct features of these alloys are evident from the summary of magnetic
and structural data in table (9.6).
TABLE 9.6
C02HnAl :82 5.756 697 ± 3 4.01 ± 0.04 0.61 ± 0.1
2.50 ± 0.2
CO~JIlSi L21 5.654 985 ± 5 5.07 ± 0.04 0.74 ± 0.07 3.52 ± 0.14
C02lv1nGa L2l 5.770 694 ± 3 4.05 ± 0.04 0.49 ± 0.05
2.82 ± 0.1
C0t-inGe L21 5.743 905 ± 3 5.11 ± 0.04 0.72 ± 0.08 3.48 ± 0.16
C02HnSn L2l 6.000 829 ± 4 5.08 ± 0.05 0.72 ± 0.08
3.48 ± 0.16
COl.75YmSb L2l* 5.929 600 ± 10 4.9 ± 0.1
0.52 ± 0.1 3.50 ± 0.2
All the alloys containing group IV :8elements have very similar
properties. They have a nett moment of about 5 ~ per molecule and
individual atomic moments of approximately 3.5 ~ and 0.75 ~ per}m and
Co site respectively. The Curie temperatures decrease with increasing
lattice parameter in the series Si, Ge to Sn.
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The alloys containing group III B elements have lower nett moments
of about 4 ~ and correspondingly lower Curie temperatures. In conunon
with the other series, the alloy containing AI is ordered in the B2
structure, and is presumably subject to l1n - 11n exchange forces of the
type Jl• If Jl is negative this may explain why COt1nA1 has a Curie
temperature lower than might be expected relative to the alloy containing
Ga. Al terna tively, l1n - Co - Hn exchange interactions along J3 may be
a contributing factmr •
. The alloy Col•75
MnSb has a nett moment similar to that of the alloys
containing group IV B elements, but has a relatively low Curie temperature.
This is almost certainly the effect of a reduction of the number of
exchange interactions due to vacancies on some of the Co sites.
9.8 ~ication to the alloys Cui~
The Heusler alloys containing Cu have been the subject of many investig-
ations, but this series is still the most incomplete, probably because
the L21 structure usually only forms after very careful heat treatment,
and additional phases are often present. A summary of the best available
data is given in table (9.7). •
TABLE 9.7
Cui'InAl
Cui'1nIn
CUi'1nSn
5.95 600 ± 10 3.7 ± 0.2
6.2 520± 5 4.0± 0.1
6.17 (530) 4.1 ± 0.1
In contrast to the other series, the most stable L21 alloys contain
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group III B elements. All the alloys have a total moment of about
4 ~ and are strongly ferromagnetic, when they are ordered in the L2l
structure. If the 121 structure is destroyed by appropriate heat
treatment there is no tendency towards partial disorder into the B2
structure, completely new phases are fonned, and these phases are non-
ferromagnetic. The formation of magnetic order is clearly dependent
upon the presence of certain types of chemical order.
9·9 Application to the alloys ~1nSb with the Clb ~cture
In general, Heusler alloys form most readily when they contain group IV B
elements. There is a tendency to fonn the B2 structure with group 111 B
elements, and it is often difficult to dissolve completely 50 At." of
element X in alloys containing the group V B element Sb. However,
intermetallic compounds with the Clb structure form readily at the
equiatomic composition XMnSb. At this composition highly ordered
vacancies occur in the la-ttice and the electron per atom ratio is clearly
mUch different from that in the Heusler series. A summary of the
prinCipal magnetic features is given in table (9.8).
TABLE 9.8
Pill1nSb 6.233 523 ± 4 4.06± 0.05
NiMnSb 5.929 735 % 5 4.05 % 0.05
CoI1nSb 5.870 471 =" 4 4.04. 0.05
CUMnSb 6.097 Antiferro 4.2 ± 0.2
The nett moment per molecule is approximately 4 ~ and is concentrated
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at the Hn sites. In the alloys containing Pd and Ni the exchange
integrals J2 and J4 are altered so as to give Curie temperatures that
are higher than those of the alloys in the corresponding L21 series.
The reverse behaviour is shown by CoI1nSb, but this is further evidence
that the high Curie temperatures of the CO~ alloys is largely due to
exchan~ forces involving the moments on the Co atoms. On the other
hand, CuI1nSb has a susceptibility that is complicated and is field
dependent, ~ut is definitely antiferromagnetic at low temperatures.
9.10 Summary and conclusions
A wide range of related alloys has been investigated. Manganese is the
one element common to all of them, and in every case the 11n ion carries
a large magnetic moment, usually about 4 ~,which is coupled via some
form of exchange interaction to neighbouring Mn ions in an ordered
magnetic structure. In addition to the ferromagnetic configurations
aaeoc Labed ,...ith the traditional Heusler alloys, antiferromagnetic and
complex spiral spin structures have been revealed.
Some new itj,temetallic compounds have been discovered, and their
structures have been determined. In some cases, such as Cut"1nSb and
CuI1nSb, earlier data has been shown to be incomplete or of doubtful
validity. Lattice parameters have been determined from X-ray diffraction
photographs, and neutron diffraction data has been employe(l to determine
quantitatively the extent and type of long range order. Magnetic
structures have been determined from magnetic and neutron diffraotion
data.
An attempt has been made to describe the magnetic struotures in
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terms of a molecular field theory, and although it is not suggested
that this apI)roach is at all rigorous its application does indicate the
probable signs and orders of magnitude of the exchange integrals that
are present. Several important features do emerge. In particular, if
elements from within a particular B sub group are. considered, the lattice
parameter increases with increasing atomic number, but this is usually
accompanied by a decrease in magnijude of both positive and negative
exchange integrals. It is not possible from these results to say
whether the decrease in the exchange integrals is primarily an effect
of the change In element, or is due to,the increase in lattice parameter.
However, Austin and Hishra (1967) have shown that a reduction in cell
size, caused by an increase in pressure, of some of the ferromagnetic
Heusler allays containing Ni, results in a small increase in Curie
temperature.
It is clear however that alloys containing elements from the same
sub group do tend to form similar chemical and magnetic structures, and
a change from one sub group to another usually has a marked effect on
the exchange integrals. Apart from CuMnSb, antlferromagnetism occurs
only in alloys containing group 111 ~ elements, and the alloys containing
group IV B elements are exclusively ferromagnetic.
Qualitatively the inorease in oonduction concentration that
pres~bly occurs on substitution of an element from a higher sub group
results also in a relative increase in the ferromagnetic exchange
integrals. But, it is difficult in the absence of any quanti.tative
information about the conduction electron polarization or concentration
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to make any detailed calculations of exchange forces, or to attempt to
fit the results to an RKKY curve.
In order to further the investigation of the effect of the
conduction electrons on the exchange integrals it would be of interest
to perform additional measurements on these alloys so that the details
of their electronic structure could be determined. It would also be
most helpful if additional members of an alloy series could be formed
wi th the L21 or B2 structures in which the degree of long range order
could be carefully controlled. Complete control of the degree of
B2 _ L21 order in Pd:tmIn, for example, would enable an assessment to
be made of the validity of this type of molecular field approach.
Further important information could be obtained if a continuous series
of L21 or B2 alloys could be formed at cpmpositions such as
Pd:f1n(InxS~_x) •
APPErIDrx
H<g.ecular field calculations for L21 and B2 alloys
AI.
The molecular field theory is developed in section (9.4) for s.c. type 1
magnetic lattices with half the lattice sites occupied randomly by
magnetic atoms, and for f.c.c. type 2 magnetic lattices. A summary is
given below of the molecular field equations for alloys with L21 and B2
chemical structures but with ferromagnetic or type 1, 2, or 3 anti-
ferromagnetic lattices. The magnetic lattices are defined in the same
manner as ter Haar and Lines (1962) and the summations have been made
over the 4 interactions illustrated in figuxe (9.1).
a). Simple cubic magnetic lattice (B2 chemical)
Paramagnetic or ferromagnetic order pQ = 3Jl + 6J2 + 4J3 + tJ4
Antiferromagnetic order type 1 pQNl -3Jl + 6J2 - 4J3 + tJ4
type 2 pQN2 = -Jl - 2J2 + 4J3 + ~J4
type 3 pQN3 = Jl - 2J2 - 4J3 + ~J4)
b). ~ce-centred cubic magnetic lattice (L21 chemical)
Paramagnetic or ferromagnetic order pQ = 12J2 + 6J4
-4J2 + 6J4
- 6J4
-4J2 + 2J4
Antiferromagnetic order type 1
type 2
type 3
A(I.1)
A(1.2)
For each possible state of magnetic order there is a oharacteristic
· A 2.
transition temperature QF or QU' but the particular type of order that
will occur \.,ril1be the one oorresponding to the highest transition
temperature. This type of order will persist at lower temperatures
provided that the exchange forces are not temperature dependent.
Conversely, if a partioular type of order is observed, then the transition
temperature corresponding to that type of order is greater than the
transition temperatures corresponding to the other possible types of
order.
Hence, when s.c. type 1 order persists QN1(sc)~ QF' QN2 and QN3'
and when f.c.c. type 2 order exists QN2(fcc);> QF' QNl smd QN3' When
the alloys are ferromagnetic QF~ QNl' QN2 and QN3'
Applications of the above inequalities to equations A(l.l) and
A(l.~) enables the following limits to be put to the values taken by
the exchange integrals.
a). FerroIDap,netisID(:52)
Jl + 2J2 > 0 ~
Jl + 4J2 + 4J3 > 0
1
A(1.3)
Jl + ,4.J3> 03
b). Ant iferromagnetism tlEe i (B2)
Jl - 2J2 < 0 ~
Jl + 4J3 - 4J2 < 0 l A(1.4)J1 + .1J3 < 03
It is noted that in the B2 structure J4 has no
effect on the type
A 3.
of order that uersists... Furthermore, if it is assumed that J3 "" 0,
then J1 is positive if ferromagnetism exists, and negative if type 1
antiferromagnetism exists.
c). FeIT-omasnetis!p-(1211
d) • Antiferroma@letism type 2 (L2l1
A(l.6)
In this case the type of magnetic order that persists depends
entirely upon the relative signs and magnitudes of J2 and J40
RI.
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